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EVERY DETAIL PAINTS A PICTURE

Finding theater, sports, and
event tickets within
your budget
………
Finding tickets to sold-out
performances, games,
and shows
………
Booking tickets for
attractions and tours
………
Planning tours that fit what
you want to see, in the time
you have available
………
Recommending and
reserving restaurants
………
Arranging transportation
(airport shuttles, private
cars, limos, etc.)
………
Arranging helicopter rides,
dinner cruises, and day trips
………
Creating special occasions
(flowers, champagne, gift
baskets, cakes, etc.)
………
Making spa reservations
………
Arranging babysitting, pet
services, couriers, on-call
doctors, or other
special needs

T

Yotel Reception Desk

he French were onto something. Establishing a concierge as
a warden to an apartment or hotel not only provided guests
with services and amenities to ease their quality of life...they also
provided an expertise that enhanced their enjoyment of it. And
so, NYC caught on.
Concierge service is still widely available in many of the city’s
premier hotels and is provided with the goal to make your stay both
comfortable and memorable. As trained professionals, concierges
offer services that range from arranging airport shuttles to
finding last-minute theater tickets or dinner reservations.
Consider your concierge a "go-to" person for just about anything, whether it’s a simple need or a big, big wish. A great concierge knows how to make things happen and knows the right
people to contact to get things done.
While magazines and the Internet can be fantastic travel
companions, there is nothing quite as attentive and skilled as the
classic concierge. Check in, say “hello”, and take it seriously when
they ask “How can I help you?”...because they truly can!

If your hotel concierge has helped you, whether it was securing
reservations for dinner, ordering theater tickets, or arranging a special
event, please note that gratuity is appreciated.
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Enjoy your stay. And on behalf of all New Yorkers: welcome!
Sincerely,
Sincerely,

Bill de Blasio
Mayor of the City of New York

Editor's Letter
Welcome to NYC Monthly Magazine! This month’s issue is all about simplifying
the city that never sleeps. Spend your days seeing the sights, shopping 5th Avenue,
and enjoying the greatest cuisine in the world! Inside you’ll see we’ve highlighted the
best restaurants, shopping, and entertainment in the city to make the most of your
visit. Whether you plan to spend the day sauntering through Soho or singing along to
the incredible shows on Broadway, NYC Monthly has you covered!
Looking for the best ways to kick-off Fall in NYC? Then read on! The September Issue
features everything from the U.S. Open to the best spots for dinner & dancing. We are
here to show you the way and invite you to take in everything New York has to offer in
the month of September.
					Enjoy your stay!
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10. Giddyup!

The Rolex Central Park Horse Show
trots into town
The Rolex Central Park Horse Show
reaches prime thoroughbred racing
age this year: its third iteration will
take place from 9/21-9/25, bringing
gifted equestrians together for one of
the premier events of their sporting
year. Central Park’s Wollman Rink is
the site of U.S. Open competitions in
Show Jumping, Dressage, Hunter, and
Arabian disciplines; there’s also a fun and
educational Family Day for those who
want to learn more about the competition.
Riders compete for thousands of dollars
in prizes, but Family Day is free general
admission. (Wollman Rink, Central Park)

9. Cover Girls

New York Fashion Week returns for fall
From 9/8-9/15, your model-spotting probability goes through the
roof during New York Fashion Week, a semi-annual gathering
of the bold-faced and the beautiful to debut the following season’s
collections. From Badgley Mischka to Betsey Johnson, Marchesa to
Monique Lhuillier, anyone who’s anyone shows at Fashion Week,
darling, and while a coveted front row seat can be tough to come
by unless your last name is Kardashian or Wintour, with shows
at three venues across the West Side, surely you can slip past the
velvet rope and see what’s new and what’s next. (various locations;
nyfw.com)

1. Never Forget

15 years later, the annual Tribute in Light
still shines

8. Ginger Spice

Since September 11, 2002, lower Manhattan has
been illuminated annually in remembrance of
the World Trade Center’s Twin Towers. 88 bulbs,
with 7,000 watts apiece, cluster within two 48-foot
squares echoing the footprints of the towers; in
the darkest hours of the night, the beams reach
four miles into the sky and can be seen from up
to 60 miles away, creating a moving memorial
that transcends time and space. Visible from
virtually anywhere in New York, the Tribute in
Light today takes its place beside the new One
World Trade, beautifully positioning reflection and
reverence alongside renewal. (Lower Manhattan)

Flame-haired comic Louis C.K.
comes to The Garden

2. Wild Blue Yonder

Avatar-inspired Cirque du Soleil:
Toruk comes to Barclays Center
In 2009, James Cameron’s Avatar immersed audiences in the captivating, 3-D
world of Pandora, home to the Na’vi, and
from 9/7-9/11, visitors to Brooklyn’s Barclays Center will dive even deeper with
Toruk: The First Flight. This family-friendly performance combines worldclass costumes, sets, and make-up with
the performance artistry that has made
Cirque du Soleil one of the best-known
names in stagecraft; for just $40 and up,
ticket holders will travel to a faraway
world and leave the constraints of time –
and gravity – behind. (620 Atlantic Ave.
at Flatbush Ave.)

Make Ms. Pacman proud at Arcade Classics: Video
Games from the Collection
Through 9/18, video game buffs will find paradise by the
arcade light at the Museum of the Moving Image: their
collection of classic video games, from 1971’s Computer
Space and including 30 more fully playable offerings, is on
display and ready for able fingers. You’ll receive four tokens
with museum admission, good for everything from Atari
Football to Mortal Kombat to Q*Bert, and can purchase
more throughout your visit at four for $1. It’s the ultimate
Throwback Thursday, any day of the week. (36-01 35th Ave.
at 36th St., Queens)

3. Broadway on
the Boardwalk

6. Ice, Ice, Baby

Megan Hilty, Jason Robert
Brown and more headline
The Great Elsie Fest
On Labor Day, Monday 9/5,
some of New York’s best-known
stars of stage and screen will
converge on Ford Amphitheatre
in Coney Island for The
Great Elsie Fest, a “musical
extravaganza” that showcases
the inimitable talent of the five
boroughs. The day-long concert
kicks off at 1 p.m., with tickets
starting at just $60 for a lineup that includes Darren Criss,
Tituss Burgess, Lena Hall and
many, many more. It’s a perfect
farewell to summer and a sweet
start to fall, all in one. (3052 W.
21st St. at the Boardwalk)

Fresh off of the success of this
summer’s The Secret Life of Pets,
comic Louis C.K. is back in New
York at “The World’s Most Famous
Arena” on 9/8, 9/12, and 9/15.
Fans can expect decidedly more
adult humor than the puppy jokes
from his summer blockbuster, all
delivered in his signature selfdeprecating style. Tickets start at
$30, and with 18,000+ seats in the
house, this is sure to be one of the
comedian’s biggest shows of all time,
drawing from his more than 20
years of experience in stand-up. (4
Pennsylvania Plaza at Eighth Ave.)

7. Pinball Wizard

The Rangers host the Islanders at MSG
Pre-season hockey returns to Manhattan on 9/27, when two of New
York’s hometown teams face off in a split-squad match. The Rangers
will welcome the nearby Islanders to their home turf at The Garden,
bringing a quick start to the season’s rivalry and hoping to take the
lead in the Battle for Bragging Rights. And both teams are out for
redemption after watching the Pittsburgh Penguins take the Stanley
Cup home, so there’s sure to be some fire on the ice as they both strive
to bring glory back to NYC. (4 Pennsylvania Plaza at Eighth Ave.)

5. Keep on Truckin’

The Vendy Awards honor NYC’s finest street food

4. Holy Cannoli!

The Feast of San Gennaro feeds Little Italy – and then some
For anyone whose Italian nonna ever urged them to “Mangia!
Mangia!”: the annual Feast of San Gennaro takes over Little
Italy from 9/15-9/25. Vendors line the streets of the historic
neighborhood, selling all the cannolis, sausages, and braciole
you can eat. There’s also a festival stage, with live music from 2
p.m. until 5 p.m. daily, and on September 19, the official Saint
Day features a celebratory Mass at Shrine Church of the Most
Precious Blood, followed by a religious procession carrying the
Statue of San Gennaro from the church out into the streets of
Little Italy. (Mulberry St. between Canal and Houston Sts.)

When Mario Batali refers to your event as “the Oscars of
street food for real New Yorkers,” it’s best to bring an appetite. You’ll need it on 9/17 at the annual Vendy Awards, as
a team of distinguished judges score finalists and present
the coveted “Vendy Cup” to the winners; attendees will vote
on the People’s Choice Award, and tickets include all-youcan-eat access to the event. Viral sensation Raindrop Cake
will face off against Sweetface Snoballs, and you just know
you’re going to want to be there. (Governors Island)

Written by Leah Blewett
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US
OPEN
Grand Slam on a Grand Stage
T

he world’s best tennis players descend upon the Big Apple for the fourth and final major
tournament of the year, from August 29 to September 11. Like the three other events that make
up the Grand Slam (the Australian Open, the French Open and Wimbledon), the US Open has a
personality that fits its host nation and city. Enthusiastic crowds, seats filled with celebrities, and
marathon matches that often last well past midnight? Only in New York!

The big news this year is the brand new retractable roof covering Arthur Ashe Stadium. Construction
took place over three years, at a cost of over $150 million. If rain starts to fall, the roof can be closed
in just over 6-and-a-half minutes, meaning that main court rain delays and match postponements are
a thing of the past. When the roof is closed, a state-of-the-art cooling system will kick in, controlling
the temperature and humidity inside the stadium. While weather won’t have as big an impact any
more, you can expect the normally boisterous crowd to make even more noise in an indoor venue.

The first US Open championship was held in Rhode Island in 1881. For a period of forty years, it
bounced from there to New York and then Philadelphia, before settling back in New York City in
1924. 1978 saw the championship move from the Forest Hills Tennis Club to its current home at
the Billie Jean King Tennis Center. The US Open holds many unique distinctions. It was the first
Grand Slam event that gave equal prize money to both the men’s and women’s champions, the first
to hold matches under the lights, and the only Grand Slam event held every year since its beginnings. More than 700,000 fans are expected to attend the US Open, making it the best attended of
the Grand Slam events. Although the singles matches generate the most buzz, there are numerous
tournaments contested during the two weeks, including men’s and women’s doubles, mixed doubles,
junior tournaments and wheelchair tournaments. Total prize money for the tournament will be over
$46 million, with the men’s and women’s singles winners walking away with a record $3.5 million.
Not bad for 2 weeks of work!

The Champions
For two weeks, New York City is the center of the tennis universe, and the elite often live up to the
advance billing. Although everyone loves an underdog story, by the end of the tournament you are
likely to see the world’s best in the middle of Arthur Ashe stadium fighting for the title. Last year’s
men’s singles championship saw Novak Djokovic defeat Roger Federer. They will certainly be among
those favored to advance to the end of the tournament. Keep your eye on recent Olympic gold medalist
Andy Murray- when he won the Gold in 2012, he followed that up with a win at the US Open. Will
history repeat itself? As for the women’s draw, Serena Williams was upset in the semifinals last year
as she was trying to win her fourth consecutive US Open championship, as well as complete the
calendar year Grand Slam. Though she has battled through some tough tournaments this summer,
she always brings her best to New York City. Last year’s surprise champion, Italy’s Flavia Pennetta,
retired shortly after winning the Open, so we are guaranteed a new champion this year.

Stargazing
Though much of the action takes place on the court, the large number of celebrity tennis fans packed
into Arthur Ashe stadium or walking the grounds of the Billie Jean King Tennis Center can easily
distract you. Many of the famous fans attend regularly throughout the two weeks. Leonardo DiCaprio,
Kate Upton, David Beckham and President Bill Clinton have all been spotted courtside, along with
Justin Timberlake, Sarah Jessica Parker and Eva Longoria. On Monday August 29th, the US Open’s
opening night will be headlined by Phil Collins performing “In the Air Tonight,” helping to set the
tone for what will be an incredible 2 weeks.

Serve Up an Ace
There is more to the US Open than just the tennis – the grounds offer up a number of great dining
options, as well as fun places to grab a drink while enjoying the energy of the New York crowd passing by. If you have suite level tickets or courtside seats in Arthur Ashe Stadium, you have access to
both Aces and Champions Bar & Grill, although restaurant passes are also available for purchase.
Aces features great sushi prepared by Iron Chef Masaharu Morimoto and unique seafood creations
by Ed Brown, the creator of Ed’s Chowder House. If steaks and chops are more your taste, check
out Champions Bar & Grill for a modern take on the traditional clubhouse atmosphere with meals
prepared by Celebrity Chef David Burke.
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The Championship

All ticket holders have access to a number of great venues around
the center. Patio Café & Bar is a charming outside café featuring
seasonal salads and sandwiches paired with summer specialty
cocktails. For a unique view of the grounds, go to the Heineken
Red Star Café. Enjoy a cold drink on the top level of a two-story
building, a perfect spot to relax, follow matches on the scoreboards
and enjoy the crowds from a distance, all while enjoying great
atmosphere and delicious menu items. There are a number of
other great spots to quench your thirst and enjoy a snack – grab
the US Open signature cocktail, the Grey Goose Honey Deuce,
at the Grey Goose Bar, and be sure to grab a famous US Open
lobster roll or the ahi tuna sandwich. If you want to check out
the newest eateries, sample the freshest seafood at Oyster Bar
7, built into the back of Court 7, or Jacob’s Creek Wine Bar for
a variety of great wines as well as full-service bar selections.

© Blackghost600 US open tennis tournament men's final 2015 in Flushing Meadows Queens New York.

us open

Getting There and Getting In
The US Open begins on Monday, August 29th and concludes
on Sunday, September 11th with the Men’s singles finals (the
women’s singles final is held on Saturday September 10th). Day
sessions begin at 11am and evening sessions start at 7pm. There
are 3 different types of tickets available, for Arthur Ashe Stadium,
Louis Armstrong Stadium and Grounds Admission. Arthur Ashe
tickets give you an assigned seat in the main stadium, with firstcome, first-served access to all other courts. Louis Armstrong
tickets provide an assigned seat at the second-largest court, as
well as first-come, first-served seating in the Grandstand and all
field courts. Grounds Admission offers general admission seats,
with first-come, first-served seating at the Louis Armstrong
Stadium, Grandstand, and all field courts.
The first few days of the tournament have the most matches
going on at once, and it is very possible to see some of the biggest stars practicing on outer courts, as well as many matches
taking place at the smallest venues, allowing for unparalleled
access to great tennis, as well as the chance to see some of the
future stars of tennis up close. If you hold tickets to the first
evening session on August 29st, you will also be treated to a
terrific fireworks show!
Don’t be worried if you haven’t gotten your tickets already.
Getting into the US Open is easier than any of the other Grand
Slam tournaments, especially during the first week. The grounds
are also open a few days before the tournament, when you
can see players practice – there is no charge for attending the
practice days.
To get to the Open, take the 7 train or Long Island Rail
Road to Mets-Willets Point Station, or take a taxi or black
car right to the front entrance. For more information, visit
usopen.org or see your hotel concierge.

C
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or tennis fans in New York, the
start of September means clearing
out the calendar, buying some tickets,
and heading up to the Billie Jean King
National Tennis Center in Queens to
attend the US Open. This year, the
Open runs August 31–September 11,
sure to be two weeks of those hot, endof-summer days; as such, we’ve here
compiled four top spots to toss back a
glass of something cool and boozy, to
counter the heat and add an extra shot
of excitement to the games.

LoveAll
LIBATIONS
Our where-to-drink guide for the US Open
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Similar to mint juleps being part and
parcel of the Kentucky Derby, Honey
Deuces go hand-in-hand with the US
Open. Now an annual tradition, Grey
Goose Vodka sets up camp at the Open
at its Grey Goose Bar—located both in
the Food Village as well as the Grandstand Food Village for added convenience—keeping fans fueled throughout
the days with their delicious concoction.
A variety of other specialty cocktails are
served as well, but the Honey Deuce
is de rigueur for downtime between
matches. Happily, the recipe is no secret
either, so tennis fans watching from
home can enjoy the Deuce as well: fill
a glass with crushed ice and pour in
a shot and a bit of Grey Goose, fill to
just below the rim with fresh-squeezed
lemonade, add half a shot of Chambord
or raspberry liqueur, and garnish with
honeydew melon—preferably shaped as
balls in honor of the game.
To take a break from the stands without missing a swing, head to the South
Plaza fountains and up a flight of stairs
to reach the Heineken Red Star Café.
Think of it as an upgraded version of
a neighborhood sports bar, with the
breeze blowing refreshingly through
the open-air seating area, and nearly
20 TVs showing what’s happening live
on each court. Aside from the requisite

draft Heinekens, there are also a few
other beers available along with a menu
that ups the ante of game-viewing food,
with brats and wursts instead of hotdogs and hearty sandwiches that chef
Mario Carbone has designed in years
past. To kill some time with a filling
meal and a couple of cold ones, this is
where to come.
1950s Havana may be the last thing
one would expect to walk into at the
US Open, but thanks to the Mojito
Restaurant & Bar, such manner of
escapism is now an integral part of each
year’s tournament. It’s undeniably one
of those “only in New York” institutions;
where else could one be in stands one
minute, and dining on ceviche and lobster in an upscale Latino establishment
the next? Lemon-colored walls, black
and white tiles, and an outdoor patio set
quite the scene for the more discerning
diners at the Open, and, of course, the
strong and minty mojitos are certain to
wash away any and all residual anxiety
from nail-bitingly close matches.
To punctuate matches with a bit
of wine tasting, globally loved Australian wine brand Jacob’s Creek is
attending the Open for the first time
this year, installing itself as a bar in
the Food Village where drinkers can
saddle up and order from a menu of
nice vintages. With Serbian tennis star
Novak Djokovic as one of its brand ambassadors, Jacob’s Creek seems to be
spreading the message that wine and
tennis are a perfect match, and who
would disagree? A chilled chardonnay
from Adelaide sounds like an ideal
way to cool off on a sunny afternoon;
a fine glass of the Two Lands cabernet
would make a perfect toast to a favorite
player’s victory. Other cocktails will be
served as well.
Written by Gabrielle Lipton
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FALL NOTES
September shows usher in the new season

James Bay

O

he summer comes to a close, but the city is as
vibrant as ever as we usher in the fall with some
of the most spectacular musicians and talent from
around the world. Turn the pages for our featured
musical act Steve Aoki, who plays Electric Zoo September 3 at Randall's Island (festival runs 9/2 - 9/4)
alongside several of his Dim Mak artists as well as
our interview with country superstars Rascal Flatts,
who harmonize September 1 at Jones Beach Theater,
also on the coming pages.

T

N
she's got the pipes to fill any arena or
C
ER
stadium. Her current inescapable album
TS
25 which birthed the #1 heartbreak anthem
"Hello" is sure to be one of the moments to wait
for, as well as other powerful ballads "When We Were
Young," "Someone Like You," "Chasing Pavements"
and "Hometown Glory." Adele's other fare, a mix of
mid-tempo songs like "Rumour Has It," "Set Fire to
the Rain" and "Send My Love (To Your New Lover)"
should receive just as pleasant a response.

Global Citizen Festival returns to Central Park
for the fifth year with headliners Rihanna, Kendrick
Lamar, Selena Gomez, Metallica, Major Lazer and
more on September 24. The I Love The 90s nostalgia
tour shakes up the Prudential Center September 1
with Salt-N-Pepa, Vanilla Ice, Tone Loc, Color Me
Badd, All-4-One and others. Beyonce lights up MetLife
Stadium September 7, Brian Wilson Presents Pet
Sounds 50th Anniversary September 24 at the Beacon
Theatre, AC/DC smashes Madison Square Garden
September 14 and Don Henley takes it easy September 21 at the Ford Amphitheater at Coney Island
Boardwalk. Miiike Snow mesmerizes September
26 at Radio City, Kanye West inspires September 5
and 6 at Madison Square Garden, Meghan Trainor
womans up September 8 and 9 at Radio City and
Peter Bjorn and John delight September 21 at
Webster Hall. For the other outstanding performers
this month, keep reading...

Mr. "Summer of '69" singer Bryan Adams rocks
the Ford Amphitheater at Coney Island Boardwalk
September 7. The Canadian 80s and 90s pop/rock
mainstay has sold 100 million records worldwide
and was a major pop culture fixture during his peak,
having recorded with an A-list roster of stars including Tina Turner, Barbra Streisand, Bonnie Raitt,
Rod Stewart and Sting. Besides being a fifteen-time
Grammy-nominated musician winning a statue for
"(Everything I Do) I Do It For You" from the movie
Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, he is a five-time Golden
Globe nominee for his music as well as three-time
Academy Award nominee including duet "I Finally Found Someone" which he recorded with Barbra
Streisand from The Mirror Has Two Faces. The guitar-playing, gravel-voiced singer has upbeat hits like
"Run To You," "The Only Thing That Looks Good On
Me Is You" and "Cuts Like A Knife" but Adams has
been known best arguably for his signature ballads
such as the Latin-influenced "Have You Ever Really
Loved A Woman?," power ballad "Please Forgive Me"
and the timeless "Heaven," which has been covered
and sampled by others.

One of the great country/folk songwriters of our
time Willie Nelson plays the new Ford Amphitheater
at Coney Island Boardwalk September 18. The often
outspoken Nelson who was a 1998 Kennedy Center
honoree, won the Gershwin Prize for lifetime achievement by the Library of Congress in 2015. From the 50s
to the 2010s, Willie has made a major impact on music
with his timeless lyrics and catchy melodies like the
signature "Always On My Mind," "Blue Eyes Crying
In The Rain," his cover of Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies"
and "On The Road Again." Having appeared in over
30 films, co-authoring a number of books and activism
in environmental issues and the legalization of marijuana, Willie Nelson has a lot to say, and his songs
will certainly resonate across generations when fans
hear some of his banter and stories behind the songs.
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Adele plays a whopping six dates at Madison
Square Garden - September 19, 20, 22, 23, 25 and 26 to
be exact, sending those without tickets "Rolling In The
Deep." The British Grammy-winning soul singer has
broken countless records, she has an Oscar and Golden
Globe to her name for the Bond theme "Skyfall," and

British singer-songwriter James Bay takes the
stage for the first time headlining Radio City Music
Hall on September 30. Bay's soothing tenor voice
launched in a major way when the Brit Awards honored him in 2015 with the "Critics Choice" award,
which he then followed in 2016 with Best British Male
Solo Artist, not to mention three Grammy nominations
this year for the enchanting "Let It Go." Bay's debut
Chaos and the Calm is action-packed with soul-rock
songs that will make for a deeply inspiring night of
live music, from "Hold Back The River" to "Scars"
to "If You Ever Want To Be In Love." James Bay's
major appeal is probably the fact that he can emote
so much with just his guitar and voice on that stage.
Concertgoers can expect moments where you could
hear a pin drop and nothing else except the grit in
James' soulful voice.
Written by Michael Menachem
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You founded Dim Mak Records in 1996 and
you are heading to New York for a very special reason this month beyond the fact that
you are playing Electric Zoo at Randall's
Island Park - it's the 20th Anniversary
of your label. What are you most looking
forward at your curated showcase with Dim
Mak artists?
We're doing twenty big parties around the
world, of course we have to do New York. Electric Zoo was a prime time to do it because it's
like a satellite for all the electronic music that's
coming into the area. I'm trying to bring a lot
of attention to the Dim Mak stage, to have the
focus on the stage instead of just me headlining.
This is the new roster of the label. I haven't
done a big New York show in a long time.
One of the most exciting aspects of electronic music is you get to join forces with vocal
artists. From rock to rap to pop music with
artists like Linkin Park, Snoop Dogg, LMFAO, Travis Barker, Lil Jon, Rivers Cuomo,
Kid Cudi, which has been one of the most
important collaborations of your career
and who is next on your radar or wish list?

STEVE AOKI

I

Famed DJ Celebrates Dim Mak Records at EZoo

t's not news anymore that DJs have taken on the lifestyle of rock stars and have become idolized as such
over the past several years. If ever there was a rock star to embody this philosophy and lightning-speed
fate, it is Steve Aoki. Long before Steve's LA takeover and his founding of Dim Mak Records in 1996, music
was his destiny, becoming a hardcore and punk rock music fan and joining bands growing up. In the late
90s at UC Santa Barbara, Steve and his band booked hundreds of shows out of their apartment, bands like
AFI, The Rapture, The Kills and Jimmy Eat World, and later led to Steve's earliest Dim Mak signings, like
Bloc Party, Gossip, Neon Blonde and The Kills, all before the electronic music explosion.
Fast-forward two decades, the animated Steve Aoki has created an almost ubiquitous presence. He has
broken global touring records and is a purveyor to the world's hottest parties, including a stop at Randall's
Island Park's Electric Zoo where his current Dim Mak roster will celebrate September 3 with northeast
dance music fans at Aoki's curated 20th Anniversary Dim Mak stage. Dubbed "Wild Island" for this eighth
edition of EZoo during Labor Day weekend, the festival (9/2 - 9/4) promises sets from top electronic acts.

I can announce I have one of my favorite punk
rock bands Blink-182, and they have never
worked outside of their own world. To work
closely with them in the studio and to have
them on my album - I'm still reaching new
heights and there are so many new challenges,
I'm constantly thinking about working with
my first country act for Neon Future as well. I
have songs [coming] with Mike Posner, Wale, 2
Chainz and DVBS.
Your documentary I'll Sleep When I'm Dead
premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival. It's
just made its commercial debut last month
on Netflix and covers your biggest concert
date up until that point, 2014's show at
Madison Square Garden. What did this moment mean to you and why document it into
something that is not private but rather
public?
Honestly, I don't want to tell you. I want you to
watch the doc. There's like a twist at the end.

You can see the process and the kind of ramping
up to MSG – it's one of the most iconic venues.
It represents my father, he's like the underlying
catalyst of my ambitions in life. So it goes into
this whole story.
You are immersed in the worlds of music
production, artist development, fashion,
video and cinematography the food industry. During your travels to NYC, do you ever
get to participate in Fashion Week, do you
get to check out your favorite restaurants or
new or get your creative juices flowing some
other way in town?
I have a small restaurant on Broome and
Orchard, it's a cute little spot. We just expanded and we have a deli area there, it's a
really unique venue. I hang out there a lot, it's
Dudleys, I chill there and do work. It's kind of
like my hub. I'm usually down there, Lower East
Side is like my stomping ground, it's always
been, like back in '05 and '06 when I started
DJing.
What is it about Electric Zoo that you have
enjoyed the most over the years and do you
get to enjoy any of the sets when you are not
on stage or with your artists? What's different about Electric Zoo from other festivals
and why should people go to this one?
Yeah, I mean festivals are kind of like a social
- they're like the Soho House for DJs, we see
each other in the common area and sometimes
collaborations emerge or we are admiring each
other's music. Tomorrowland is like that, EDC,
Ultra is like that, this harmonious spirit that
I love about the scene and everyone gets along.
I've been pretty loyal to them, they treat me
well, they are really great at organizing for the
entire area. I enjoy playing for an entire area
that represents not just New York but the whole
upper East Coast, so it's really important for me
to play there, I've always had incredible shows
there. In America you have to play in the hot
spots, and the upper East Coast, if you're a DJ
you gotta represent there. Electric Zoo is one of
the most important avenues.
Written by Michael Menachem
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RASCAL FLATTS
Country Hitmakers Close Out Summer, Reflect on NYC Milestones

R

ascal Flatts remain one of the most highly regarded musical acts across any genre, not just country
music. Their timeless songs appeal to every emotion, whether celebrating with friends ("Summer
Nights"), drowning in your woes ("What Hurts The Most"), looking for an escape from the 9-to-5 grind
("Banjo") or falling hard for someone ("Take Me There"), the Nashville-based trio has something for everyone. Vocalist Gary LeVox, bassist/pianist Jay DeMarcus and lead guitarist Joe Don Rooney have sent every
one of their albums to #1 (save their debut, which was #3), they scored their 30th Top 10 hit this year
with "I Like The Sound of That" and just hit a milestone of 10 million tickets sold while on their current
Rhythm & Roots Tour.

Beyond the fame and bright lights, Rascal
Flatts have been known as a magnet for attracting emerging talent in the country genre,
with previous tour openers like Taylor Swift,
Blake Shelton and Little Big Town. This time
around, bombshell Kelsea Ballerini and newcomer Chris Lane have joined forces with the
trio. Guitarist Joe Don Rooney (who also hits
the high octave harmony notes) spoke with
NYC Monthly about the talent that they have
come up with over the years, their upcoming
Christmas album and Rascal Flatts' great
memories over the years of New York City...
You have a whopping sixteen #1 hits on
the Country charts. What do you attribute
yours, Jay's and Gary's longevity with
Rascal Flatts to having broken numerous
records and selling 10 million concert
tickets, 23 million albums, 31 million
downloads?
I don't know – I can't tell you exactly what
it is, but we've had a relationship with our
fans, we meet-and-greet with them as much
as we can, and build them a party and help
celebrate them on the stage, it's just one of
these wonderful marriages between artist
and fans. We always just try to be true to us
and find the best song possible to record. I
think there's a lot more diversity in country
music, lyrics are very poetic. The lyrics might
be simpler or more tongue-in-cheek but then
you've got some depth..."I'm Movin' On" and
"My Wish" and "Broken Road” – they're all
different, only in country music can you get
away with so much diversity.
It's kind of cosmic, the ingredients that
make up success. Our Rascal Flatts team is
so damn good too, consistent management
and business management and record labels.
Big Machine, they're young and hungry and
they've got our back. We're at a place in our
career it's like a wave's been ridden but it
doesn't even feel like that long, we've been
headliners for 10 years. In the first five years
we opened up for some great artists that
paved the way for us. In 2002, Toby Keith put
us on tour and he was huge back then, and
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then Brooks & Dunn in 2003, and in 2004
Kenny Chesney put us on tour. By 2006 we
knew we were pretty much ready to start
headlining.
Over the years you have appeared on
shows in New York like Letterman, The
Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon, TODAY and more, have headlined Madison
Square Garden and back in 2005 you
won one of 6 consecutive Vocal Group of
the Year awards when the CMAs were at
MSG. Do you have a particular moment
in all of your years together that stands
out as really special in New York City?
Well, yeah I think a couple of those were
very special. Let me go back in time here
for a second, we were the last band to play
the World Trade Center. The first week of
September 2001 a country station [WYNY]
did a summer concert series, we were the last
artist to play there.
Flash-forward, 2006 a new station opened
up and the guy that used to be Party Marty
was the PD, he brought us DVDs of that day.
I forgot they filmed, so there was a camera
guy walking through part of the World Trade
Center with us, there's a moment on this
DVD where we were doing "I'm Movin' On,"
the camera starts panning around at people
walking around and you see all the ethnicity
and all the different people from all over the
world walking in that moment. To think what
happened a week after that, what happened
to these people or how these people moved on.
New York City has always been near and
dear to our heart. One of our first memories was getting to play there, it was a lifechanging experience and a terrible tragedy
for so many. But "I'm Movin' On" became
an impactful song because people needed to
hear that, it was just medicine for the soul.
Definitely playing Madison Square Garden
and selling it out in 2006 was just incredible.
It was just so special; New York City has been
amazing to us.

You've been known to select opening acts for your tours that
end up becoming huge stars - from Taylor Swift and Little
Big Town to Blake Shelton and Jason Aldean. Are there any
surprises in store for the Rhythm & Roots tour when it comes
to Jones Beach and can fans expect a duet with Kelsea Ballerini and Chris Lane?
They are incredible man, just to have a couple of young, hungry
fresh-faced artists, they are just so ready to go. We bring them out
on a song at the end of the show and they are so happy to amp up
the crowd with us. But for us it keeps us young in spirit at least, it's
so neat to have that, and they look to us which is so crazy and they
watch our show from the side of the stage. I remember taking notes
from Kenny Chesney and Brooks & Dunn.
This particular tour, we tried to strip things back, we had a really
big band, a nine-piece band, back-up singers. This year we decided
to strip things back to just the three of us a drummer, multi-instrumentalist and like the club days in Nashville back before we were
signed to a label. It's been a challenge for us to take our hit songs
and change them up so you can notice what they are but the beats
are a little different, arrangements different, it's definitely been this
really cool journey for us to freshen 'em up.
Do you anticipate any special performances of your Christmas music around holiday time? Also why is Rascal Flatts
cozying up to the idea of a Christmas album now after years
of original material?
We are just now putting some stuff together, there is talk of doing
a show in New York in November. It's so wild, recording Christmas
music in the summertime, all the music is done and recorded and
next week they are mixing the songs. The fans want to hear it, to
be quite frank – our mothers want to hear it. It's something we've
wanted to do forever, and now we finally got it done, it's coming in
mid-October.
Summer Nights, on the water at Jones Beach, the sea air, the
final weeks of summer. What do you think Rascal Flatts would
say is the perfect Summer Night in New York City based on
your experiences here?
There's nothing like hitting some good restaurants in New York City,
it's just an amazing place. We've had so many parties we've gotten to
go to, red carpet events. But for me, there's nothing better than coming
to New York City and playing our Rascal Flatts music. There's a lot
of history there, I remember four years ago when Hurricane Sandy
came through, that venue [Jones Beach Theater] took a pounding
and they renovated some of it and about eight months later they
opened and we were the first band to play after being beaten down.
We just can't wait to get back there 'cause there's nothing like being
outside in the summer and throwing a party with our music, and
we don't take it lightly.
Written by Michael Menachem
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1

2
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4

September 2016

6

5

8

7

9

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

7:30pm
Rascal Flatts &
Kelsea Ballerini
Nikon Theater at
Jones Beach

3:00pm
Electric Zoo
Randall’s Island

1:00pm
Electric Zoo
Randall’s Island

1:00pm
Electric Zoo
Randall’s Island

8:00pm
Marc Anthony
Radio City Music
Hall

8:00pm
Marc Anthony
Radio City Music
Hall

7:30pm
Bad Boy Family
Reunion
Madison Square
Garden

8:00pm
Kanye West
Madison Square
Garden

7:00pm
Culture Club
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater

WEDNESDAY

7:00pm
Meghan Trainor
Radio City Music
Hall

MONDAY

7:30pm
Bryan Adams
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater

8:00pm
Kanye West
Madison Square
Garden

10

11

12

14

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

6:30pm
Widespread
Panic
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater

6:30pm
Widespread
Panic
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater

8:00pm
Schoolboy Q
Terminal 5

8:00pm
Willie Nelson &
Family
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater

7:00pm
Meghan Trainor
Radio City Music
Hall

7:00pm
Shawn Mendes
Madison Square
Garden

7:30pm
ZZ Top & Gov’t
Mule
Nikon Theater at
Jones Beach

8:00pm
Ammos Lee
Radio City Music
Hall

Marc Anthony
Kanye West

13

8:00pm
Dan Bern
City Winery

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY
8:00pm
Harlem Gospel
Choir: Prince
– A Musical
Remembrance
B.B. King’s Blues
Club & Grill

Meghan Trainor

7:30pm
AC/DC
Madison Square
Garden
7:30pm
Phil Lesh &
Friends
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater

Rascal Flatts & Kelsea

15

16

THURSDAY
7:00pm
Tony Bennett
Celebrates 90
Radio City Music
Hall
7:30pm
Phil Lesh &
Friends
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater

FRIDAY
8:00pm
Jeff Lynne’s ELO
Radio City Music
Hall

17

Electric Zoo

18

SATURDAY
8:00pm
Young The Giant
with Ra Ra Riot
Radio City Music
Hall

SUNDAY
8:00pm
Jeff Lynne’s ELO
Radio City Music
Hall

19

22

20

MONDAY
8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden
8:00pm
Cat Stevens
Beacon Theatre

TUESDAY
8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden

21
WEDNESDAY
TBD
Don Henley
Ford Coney Island
Amphitheater
8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden
8:00
Tom Jones
Beacon Theatre

23

THURSDAY
8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden

FRIDAY
8:00pm
Arthea Franklin
Radio City Music
Hall

Widespread Panic

24

Schoolboy Q

SATURDAY
8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden
8:00pm
Brian Wilson
Beacon Theatre

25

27

26

SUNDAY
8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden

MONDAY
8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden

8:00pm
Adele
Madison Square
Garden

TUESDAY
9:00pm
Rachel Yamagata
Bowery Ballroom

AC/DC

28
WEDNESDAY
8:00pm
Miiike Snow
Radio City Music
Hall

THURSDAY
8:00pm
Il Divo
Radio City Music
Hall

29

30

FRIDAY
8:00pm
Billy Joel
Madison Square
Garden
8:00pm
James Bay
Radio City Music
Hall

Brian Wilson

Cat Stevens
Adele

Tony Bennett
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Billy Joel

Il Divo
Adele

*not all events included*
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roadway is NYC’s Old Reliable.
No matter where you are along
the 13-mile stretch of the city’s most
notorious avenue, you’re sure to find
super chic active-wear and epic workout
accessories. For those serene sunset
runs in Central Park or that intense
early morning yoga class, we’ve got
you covered for everything that you’ll
need to keep your hard-won beach body
through the end of the year. Uptown
or down, here are some of the hippest
places along Broadway for the gear you
need to feel the burn.

BROADWAY
from top to bottom
Active-wear Along Broadway for Fall

Lululemon
34 NYCMONTHLY .COM

While all of their locations tote
their trademark super slick ethos,
Lululemon’s 75th Street loca-tion
seems to be a favorite among New
Yorkers. Part of this might be due to the
lived-in, neighborhood quality of the
Upper West Side. They feature a free
hemming/tailoring service for all hardto-fit athletes. The store’s customer
service has been celebrated by their
clientele since its August 2012 opening.
An expansive shopping area allows for
a roomier experience for customers to
partake of their signature workout
gear, guaranteed to make all bodies
look epi-cally awesome. As an added
bonus, check out the shop’s calendar
of neighborhood-friendly classes and
groups, which includes Namaste at
Nine, a complimentary yoga/Pilates
class every Saturday morning at 9 with
snacks are provided afterward. (2139
Broadway)
A watch might not always be the
first thing on everybody’s shopping
list for exercise gear, but don’t count
this accessory out. Even for timepieces
not equipped with stopwatches, it can
be helpful to have one, particularly
if you’re a smartphone-free workout
warrior. The Swatch Times Square
location is often surrounded by a
steady stream of tourists, but there
are many reasons to check out this

SH
centrally placed shop. Surprisingly
airy and open, with an electrically
friendly staff, the selection is vast
and the lines move quickly. There are
swirling white fun-house-inspired
counter surfaces, displaying Swatch’s
wide array of timepieces. For the
traditionalist, leather banded, silver
and gold hardware watches are
available alongside whimsical and
colorful ones. (1535 Broadway)
There’s a high amount of foot traffic
in SoHo brand of Aritzia, and while the
shop is a large and in-charge presence
for on-trend womenswear, there’s a lot
to love here. The decor maintains a
trendy edge, littered with posh millennials seeking out the brand’s thoughtfully tailored mini-malism. Assertive
sales staff sail across the floor, ready
with an offer to help you find what you
need. (524 Broadway)
Sneakerheads beware: Flight Club
will make you feel like you’ve died and
gone to heaven. Blocks away from the
eclectic bombast of Union Square,
Flight Club’s expansive 2500-squarefoot space boasts a beautiful exposed
brick interior. With a vast array of rare
and limited-edition sneakers, the store
also has a great selection of sunglasses,
watches and sports apparel. Since
2005, the sneaker retailer features
brands like Nike, Air Jordan, Reebok
and Adidas. You can find those perfect
vintage trainers you loved in high
school beside pairs of sleek, in-vogue
toe shoes all encased in protective,
plastic shrink wrap. There’s a hat wall
and a fun se-lection of sports apparel
garnishing their enormous inventory
of pumped up kicks. Be on the lookout
for super exclusive shoes available
in the second room. There’s also a
consignment op-tion where you can
trade your old sneaks in for cold hard
cash. (825 Broadway)
Written by Michael Raver
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Where to eat, drink, and dance the night away in one spot

T

here’s no doubt that multitasking has its
pitfalls, but in New York, certain restaurants
seem to have mastered the art of accomplishing
multiple things at once. With fantastic food and
exciting nighttime scenes both, here are four
spots to go for a wonderful meal and wild night.
Mention Tortilla Flats to anyone who has
lived in New York for an extended period of time,
and they’re likely to gush about how this little
Mexican cantina holds a special place in their
heart. Between the margarita-fueled bingo sessions, relaxed atmosphere, and friendly service
that makes coming in a big group astoundingly
easy considering its West Village locale, evenings
that begin at Tortilla flats have a way of unwinding into the most memorable nights. Tables here
are generally packed through dinner time but
turn over quickly thanks to spicy enchiladas and
steaming fajitas being churned out of the kitchen with impressive efficiency, and as nights go
on, chairs empty as diners saddle up to the bar,
toast the town with tequila shots, and cha-cha
to upbeat tunes under strings of colorful lights.
(Washington St. at 12th St.)

DINNER &
DANCING

Known as much for its beautiful crowd as its
beautiful food, the Standard Grill at the iconic
Standard High Line hotel in the Meatpacking
District has some of the most tirelessly hot tables
in town. It’s equally popular among the fashion
crowd, businessmen, startup entrepreneurs, and
visitors, who watch the parade of trendy passersby from alfresco seats while dining on cheeky fine
American fare like steak tartare with jalapenos
and pine nuts and salmon drizzled with buttermilk sauce. Later, nights continue atop the hotel
at Le Bain, where young things go to dance to
disco DJs and dip in an indoor hot tub, as well as
the ultra-classy Boom Boom Room, the watering
hole of choice for anyone who’s anyone in New
York City. Visible from street-level through the
floor-to-ceiling windows, the elaborate golden bar
is where celebrity patrons gather to sip frosty
martinis and dance to songs played out from a
grand piano as the skyline shimmers all around.
(Washington St. at 13th St.)

Written by Gabrielle Lipton
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TAO Downtown
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Founded in Las Vegas by the lavish-loving
Tao Group, Lavo is ever popular on the nightlife
circuit for its basement club where bottle service
flows and beats drop until the wee hours of the
morning. Some may say Lavo belongs in the
Meatpacking District, but its uptown locale near
Central Park sets it apart from the downtown club
cluster, attracting a more well-heeled clientele
who come to stay here for the night, beginning
with dinner at the fine Italian restaurant upstairs, which is a reason to come in its own right.
There are fresh oysters and seafood towers from
the raw bar, pizzas baked in a brick oven, signature meatballs made with wagyu and imported
cheeses, even a steak menu with a porterhouse
for two. Portions are copious, so plan to come
with friends, order family-style, and dance it off
later. (58th St. nr. Madison Ave.)
Thirteen years after Tao Uptwon (located just
across the street from Lavo) blinded New Yorkers
with its dazzling approach to what an Asian eatery can be—enormous and transporting with a
giant golden Buddha seated as the centerpiece—
Tao Downtown opened in 2013 with even more
decadence and glamor. Underneath the Maritime
Hotel in Chelsea, its entrance may be discreet,
but inside is anything but. The restaurant is an
elaborate ode to the East, with golden Chinese inscriptions on the ceiling, hanging lantern fixtures,
400 tables, and a massive statue of the Buddhist
goddess of mercy, all drenched in the seductive
glow of red light. The menu is similar to Uptown’s,
as poetic in its composition as its delivery, with
entrées categorized as “Land,” “Sea,” and “Sky”
and including fare like filet mignon with marrow, delicately peppered tuna served rare, and
chicken barbecued with a Thai-influenced mix
of sugars and spices respectively. The nightclub
is equally fantastical, with 2,500 square feet
of brick walls painted with street-art portraits
of Chinese dames, leather banquettes, and a
fittingly cool crowd that dances and flirts with
the nonchalance of jetsetters who would just as
easily fly to Shanghai for a weekend as head here.
(Ninth Ave. at 16th St.)
Written by Gabrielle Lipton
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NYC CHEF SPOTLIGHT

GEOFFREY

ZAKARIAN
An accomplished chef, host and culinary consultant

You held your first position as an Executive
Chef at Maxwell Plums. What were some of
the most important things you learned in your
time there?
One of the most important things that I learned
there was how to use a wood burning oven. I made
pizzas and all sorts of dishes using the wood. These
are skills that I use today and I even drew on them
during an Iron Chef challenge where I had to build
fire and cook outdoors. A wood burning oven is
all about making the wood charcoal and the heat.
There is nothing like the flavor you can get from
using one. I put a wood burning grill in one of my
new restaurants, The National, in Greenwich, CT
just for this reason. You can smell the aroma outside on the street!
You also were the executive chef at 44 at the
Royalton Hotel. This was a time of a sort of rebirth for the glamor of hotel restaurants. You
currently own and operate two hotel restaurants in NYC, The Lambs Club at The Chatwal
Hotel and The National at The Benjamin Hotel. What is it about the atmosphere or energy
that draws you to this type of space?
Restaurants are 24-hour a day operations, but
when you are in a hotel, it takes that meaning
to a new level. I like the challenge of providing
exceptional food and service around the clock.
Additionally, hotels bring in such an interesting
mix of people - from international travelers and
business people to families and neighbors looking
for an escape. I really enjoy partnering with hotel
operators and taking care of their guests just the
same as they do.
If we’re coming into The Lambs Club for a post
theater dinner on a chilly September evening,
what dish and cocktail pairing would you
recommend?

W

ith a career spanning three decades, chef restauranteur Geoffrey Zakarian has become known
for his signature style and admired for his sophisticated taste. After holding the executive
chef position at some of the country’s most renowned restaurants he went on to open his first, Town,
in 2001. As it turns out, Zakarian was able to take the heat and stayed in the kitchen, with many
accolades to his name. In 2011 he added another as the winner of season four of Food Network’s The
Next Iron Chef, Super Chefs. Chef Zakarian shared with us a few of the ingredients for his success…

Our menus change with the seasons, but that time
of year is when I start to crave my version of comfort food. I'd start with a steak tartare, have one of
the house made pastas, then order the chicken or
the duck. For cocktails, it's the Mad Man Cosmo or
a classic Gold Rush.
Now it’s breakfast time and we’re coming to
The National. We don’t want something too
heavy but just enough to hold us over for a day
in the city. What do we order?

The omelet - the fillings rotate depending on the
time of year, and to me there's no better dish to
judge a chef's abilities. Our omelets are of the
French variety, meaning absolutely no color on the
outside, and the eggs are soft and creamy on the
inside.
More than ten years ago, you became the first
NY chef to earn three consecutive Three Star
reviews from The New York Times. Which
ideals that you set forth in your restaurants
then do you still apply today and what are
some changes you’ve made to your approach?
I have always believed that if you are going to do
something, it needs to be done right the first time.
I won't open a restaurant if I'm not a part of every
aspect of the process, which is why I'm so proud
of every detail in the end. That has certainly not
changed over the years - if anything it has intensified!
After so much success in the business what
made you decide to take on the challenge of
Food Network’s The Next Iron Chef, Super
Chefs?
I always want to challenge myself, and at the time
that was the perfect opportunity to do so. It was
out of my comfort zone, and I had to opportunity to
cook with some of the world's most renowned chefs.
With more than two decades in the business,
do you think you’ve already experienced the
most exciting times of your career or should
we expect to continue to see big things on the
horizon?
I am blessed to have such an amazing career, but I
am determined to go even farther. For certain, the
best is yet to come!

ROCK
&IS HERE
ROLL
TO STAY

I

n 1968 the free-love musical Hair forever changed
the face of Broadway. The revolutionary production
marked the first time a full rock and roll score was
featured on the Broadway stage. Through the 80s
with the rock-synth hits of Andrew Lloyd Webber
leading up to the premiere of the ABBA musical
Mamma Mia in 2001, musical theatre has drawn
more and more inspiration from rock music much
to the delight of audiences. With their undeniable
energy and irrepressible melodies, musicals featuring
rock and pop scores offer entertaining opportunities
for audiences to not only be entertained or learn the
stories behind their favorite artists, but to also hear
some of music’s greatest anthems performed live with
the talent and professionalism that only Broadway
can provide. This month we take a look at some of
Broadway’s most rocking shows.
There’s perhaps no greater example of a rock and
roll musical currently running on Broadway than the
crowd pleasing hit School of Rock. The high-octane
new musical features an electrical score including hits
from the movie as well as new music from theatre
legend Andrew Lloyd Webber whose rock savvy can
be heard in musicals such as Jesus Christ Superstar
and Evita. The musical follows the same plot of the hit
film made famous by Jack Black. Looking to pick up
a few extra bucks, deadbeat and down and out rocker
Dewey Finn pretends to be a substitute teacher at
a prim and proper prep school. There, he decides to
throw out the curriculum and teach what he knows
best: rock and roll. Zany high-jinks ensue in the
creation of a student led rock band ultimately leads
to a life lesson teaching the transformative power
of music. With a hilarious book by Downton Abbey
creator Julian Fellowes and a breakout performance
from star Alex Brightman, School of Rock is the show
to see for a rocking good time on Broadway. (Winter
Garden Theatre, 1634 Broadway, New York, NY)

The popular
sound adapted
for the stage
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On Your Feet!

Featuring an irresistible latin-pop infused score
including the songs of one of music’s most iconic
legends, the new musical On Your Feet! is an infectious Broadway experience. The musical is the
story of singer Gloria Estefan and her relationship
with her husband Emilio as they rise to the top of
the charts with hits such as “Conga,” “Rhythm is
gonna get you,” “1, 2, 3.” and of course, “Get On
Your Feet.” In addition to Estefan’s greatest hits, the
musical offers a behind-the-scenes look at the Cuban
American couple’s journey from humble beginnings
to international super-stardom. The rousing new
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production features the same undeniDW
able passion and energy for which the
AY
Grammy Award winning artist is known.
Two-time Tony Award winning Director Jerry
Mitchell (Hairspray, Kinky Boots) is at the helm
with explosive choreography by Serigo Trujillo (Jersey
Boys). Leading lady Ana Villafane, as the unstoppable
Estefan, leads a talented ensemble in this inspirational story about the passionate power of love and music.
(Marquis Theatre, 1535 Broadway New York, NY)
An instant classic when it premiered in 2005 nabbing the Tony Award for Best Musical, Jersey Boys
is another crowd pleasing hit with a rock and roll
score. The energetic show is the rags to riches story
behind the music of Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons featuring some of their greatest hits including
“Sherry,” “Walk Like a Man,” and “Can’t Take My
Eyes Off You.” The show captures all the triumphs
and setbacks of the music world while highlighting
the spirit of the American dream as it follows the
blue collar singing group’s meteoric rise to fame.
The flashy production includes the group’s signature
harmonies as well as its infamous dramas including
tempestuous love affairs, run-ins with the mafia,
and group in-fighting. This Tony Award winning
hit has inspired countless productions worldwide,
was adapted into a hit film by Clint Eastwood, and
continues to thrill audiences night after night with
electric performances of some of pop music’s most
beloved hits. (August Wilson Theatre, 245 W 52nd St.)
Another musical biography with a chart-topping
soundtrack of cherished hits is Beautiful: The Carole King Musical. A true Broadway blockbuster,
the musical tells the story of singer-songwriter Carole
King. From her humble beginnings in Brooklyn to
her Grammy award winning success, the show is a
testament to King’s spirit as she faces life’s trials and
triumphs with unwavering spirit and perseverance.
Beautiful: The Carole King Musical features some of
Carole King’s greatest hits including “Will You Still
Love Me Tomorrow,” “I Feel the Earth move,” and
“(You Make Me Feel) Like a Natural Woman.” Recounting her romantic relationship with Gerry Goffin
and friendship with the writing team of Cynthia Weil
and Barry Mann, this inspiring musical shows how
King ultimately found her own voice through love,
heartbreak and sharing her musical gifts with the
world, becoming the voice of a generation (Sondheim
Theatre, 124 W 43rd. St)
Written byKyle Stockburger

NYC THEATER SPOTLIGHT

LEONA LEWIS
V O CA L S E NSATI O N MAR KS HER TERRITORY IN C ATS

T

he quirky, playful musical Cats returned to Broadway July 31 at the Neil Simon Theatre after one
of the longest runs in history that ended in 2000. The revival is the fourth longest-running show on
Broadway, surpassed by another of composer Andrew Lloyd Webber's iconic musicals, the record-holder
The Phantom of the Opera. Having won the 1981 Laurence Olivier Award for Best New Musical from
the Society of London Theatre and numerous Tony Awards in 1983 including Best Musical and Best
Score, the new Cats production mystifies theater-goers with an update that includes skin-tight body
suits, vibrant, moody lighting, non-stop choreography and Leona Lewis performing the show's centerpiece, "Memory." The British pop singer's Broadway debut is not her first foray in theater, however
she is best known for her lyric soprano voice which has gone on to sell 20 million albums since being
crowned the champ on Season 3 of the UK's The X Factor (fun fact: she is 2nd in sales following only
One Direction). Playing Grizabella, the Glamour Cat who is ostracized from her community, Leona
alluded to the various scenes of Cats as a microcosm for society today. The "Bleeding Love" singer had
lots to meow about - she spoke with NYC Monthly about the call from Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber, her
first time living in New York and what she hopes audiences will gather following her performance.
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You emerged on the scene on one of TV's
largest reality competitions ever in the UK,
The X Factor, you have platinum-selling
hits on your catalog like "Bleeding Love,"
"Better In Time," "Happy" and "Collide."
What is the biggest difference about
theater and Broadway compared to performing at concerts or on live television?

challenging in a technical way, making sure I
hit certain marks on the stage and people on
Broadway are some of the hardest-working
people I have ever met, it's so incredible, we're
in the theater from morning to night, we are
living and breathing it. I admire the cast I am
working with and I've learned a lot from them
as well.

Well for me, when I'm performing at live concerts or live TV I'm performing as myself and
it's my own music, it's a completely different
world. Especially in this show, I'm not only performing as a human but as an animal, because
I'm a cat, it's about embodying a character as
well; in the theater it's much more intimate.
I'm with a live orchestra which is really special
for me, as a musician. So it's a whole other level
of performance to do theater. I've never done
anything like this before. Sometimes we have
to be feline, and sometimes we have to connect
back with the audience, it's a really delicate
balance.

During your rehearsal period and time in
New York have you had a chance to check
out any other Broadway shows and if so
what was a particular "Memory" for you?

Cats of course is one of the longest-running
musicals of all time. How did the opportunity to play Grizabella (The Glamour
Cat) come about in one of Andrew Lloyd
Webber's most admired works?
I actually got a phone call from Andrew and he
asked if I wanted to play the part. They had
run it for a while in the West End in London
and Nicole Scherzinger was going to play Grizabella here, but she decided to do the X Factor
judging in the UK so he asked me. He didn't
even know if I'd be interested in coming to
audition and I was immediately up for it, I had
just come off a tour and wanted to try Broadway in my career.
Is musical theater new for you and what
has been the most significant challenge for
you working on Broadway several nights a
week?
I performed when I was younger, I did a stint in
the West End. I did musical theater when I was
young at a performing arts school. But for my
own career it definitely has been a challenge as
it's a very different schedule for me, the singing
and the focus and again playing a character
and not playing myself and having that balance between me and the character. It's been

I really loved Shuffle Along which was amazing.
Also I went to see The Crucible which I thought
was great. Now doing it, I definitely see it in a
different way, I get why it takes a certain number of hours to get that one number together.
What are you most looking forward to
about living in New York during the run of
the production?
I've been living here for about two months now
and it's been quite intense, I haven't had a
whole lot of time to experience New York but
once the show is up and running I will. I went
to the Highline and I absolutely loved it up
there. I'm vegetarian and there are many great
places to eat here, I love that you can find every
single type of cuisine here on one street. I don't
think there is any other place in the world like
that. You don't get that anywhere else, so it's
so cool.
Broadway just witnessed a historic year
for ticket sales with record audience
attendance. What do you hope will be the
takeaway from the new revival ofCats once
audiences get up from their seats?
With my character Grizabella, I think it's about
acceptance and her seeing past - she has a
lot of flaws as a character, she's made a lot of
mistakes. It's all about her being accepted in a
tribe of cats, she's quite messed up with a torn
jacket and she's old and things that society
sometimes sees as bad, and for her it's about
seeing past that and seeing who she really is.
I feel like with the songs especially "Memory,"
I really connect with it. I hope people are more
accepting and loving towards people, hopefully
the show will have a big lifespan for years and
years, that would be the dream of course.
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Fall’s P assio n fo r Fashio n

S

eptember is an exciting month for fashion in
New York, with new fall styles in evidence
on the streets as soon as the weather cools down.
It’s a great time to check out the city’s museum
offerings on the subject, represented here by three
very different but equally fascinating shows:

Museum at FIT: Uniformity Photo by Eileen Costa

Uniforms are not generally considered the most
stylish of clothes, yet their influence on high fashion is undeniable. The exhibition Uniformity,
currently at the Museum at FIT, explores how
this most commonplace form of dress has shaped
the work of Chanel, John Paul Gaultier, and many
other designers. The show is organized into four
categories: military, work, school, and sports.
Within each, traditional uniforms are shown
alongside the fashionable looks they inspired.
This makes for some intriguing pairings, such
as the 1998 skirt and vest ensemble by Comme
des Garçons juxtaposed with a U.S. Army World
War I service uniform. We also see how fashion
borrowed uniform elements such as epaulettes,
camouflage, and braiding from the military, or
replaced traditional sports insignias with company
logos such as Gucci. Of course, the relationship
between uniforms and fashion is regularly manifested when certain clothing styles (Goth, Hip Hop)
can become veritable uniforms as members of the
same tribe tend to sport similar looks. (Through
11/19; Seventh Ave. at 27th St.)
Thom Browne: Selects is the 13th exhibition
in the Cooper Hewitt’s ongoing “Selects” series,
in which prominent designers, artists and architects mine the museum’s collection of more than
210,000 objects and offer their own interpretations. Designer Browne, known mainly for menswear, has created an immersive installation that
explores the ideas of reflection and individuality

through the use of over 50 historic and contemporary mirrors and frames. On display are ornate
18th-century French gilt bronze frames, brass
and fruitwood frames by Hector Guimard, and
mirrors by designers including Edgar Brandt,
Jim Dine and Tommi Parzinger. According to
Browne, his use of mirrors gives the viewer “the
idea that his or her reflection is a work of art.”
Building on the theme, the show also includes 56
pairs of Browne’s reflective nickel-plated shoes
and holographic reflective wallpaper by Osborne
& Little on the room’s walls and floors. (Through
10/23; 2 E. 91st. St. at Fifth Ave.)
A highly influential fashion illustrator from the
1960s through the 1980s, Antonio Lopez collaborated with designers such as Charles James and
Karl Lagerfeld; created illustrations for magazines
including Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and Andy Warhol’s Interview; and had close relationships with
fashion-world figures Pat Cleveland, Grace Jones,
and Tina Chow, among others, before dying of
complications related to AIDS at age 44. Antonio
Lopez: Future Funk Fashion at El Museo del
Barrio is an exhibition of his highly distinctive
work, which often represented the ethnic or racialized body within the world of high fashion. His
bold new imagery helped usher in a new ideal
of beauty throughout the 1970s and 1980s. The
show is organized into four themes: high fashion
illustration, Lopez’s relationship with certain
models, his shoe and jewelry designs, and images
of people he knew from the streets of New York.
Born in Puerto Rico, Lopez migrated to the city
with his family at age seven and attended grade
school just a few blocks from El Museo. It’s fitting
that he is being honored in the neighborhood that
undoubtedly provided early inspiration. (Through
11/26; 1230 Fifth Ave. at 104th St.)
Written by Maria Zogbi
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SEPTEMBER ART EXHIBITS

September 2016

DAVID ZWIRNER

Fred Sandback Vertical
Constructions (Through October 22)
Organized in conjunction with the estate of
Fred Sandback, this exhibition recreates the
artist’s 1987 mid-career solo presentation
at the Westfälischer Kunstverein Münster,
where he debuted six new works that
uniquely engaged vertical space. For the
first time since their initial installation,
these works from public and private
collections will be exhibited together.

QUEENS MUSEUM

Bearing Witness – Drawings by
William Gropper
(Through November 6)

MUSEUM OF ART & DESIGN

Crochet Coral Reef:
TOXIC SEAS

(Through January 22, 2017)

Celebrate the 10th anniversary of the “Crochet Coral Reef,” an ongoing project from sisters Margaret and Christine Wertheim. This
exhibit incorporates crocheted yarn, plastic trash, mathematics, marine biology, feminist art, and more to create large-scale coralline
landscapes. Three “habitats,” Coral Forest, Bleached Crochet Reefs, and The Midden, create an immersive “submerged” world.

This collection of original drawings from
radical cartoonist and artist William
Gropper features many pieces exhibited
for the first time; they bring up issues
of political hypocrisy, surveillance
and censorship, human rights, mass
genocide, and immigration, surprisingly
relevant to our contemporary sociopolitical climate.

The Studio Museum in Harlem
Harlem Postcards Summer 2016

(Through October 30)
Contemporary activists from diverse backgrounds come
together for this ongoing project, reflecting on Harlem’s role
as a site of cultural activity, political vitality, visual stimuli,
artistic contemplation, and creative production. For this
installment, Alannis Alba, John Jennings, Miatta Kawinzi,
and Nontsikelelo Mutiti contribute.

WHITNEY MUSEUM
Virginia Overton:
Sculpture Gardens

(Through September 25)

The Morgan Library
& Museum
Celebrating 100 Years of

Einstein’s General Theory
(Through Oct. 16)

100 years after Albert Einstein posited that
E=mc2, the Morgan presents three historic
artifacts of his life’s work: a letter written
by Einstein questioning the (ultimately
disproved) methods of astronomer Erwin
Finlay Freundlich, a summation of the
special theory written in Einstein’s own
hand, and a photograph inscribed by him
from 1921.
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In their new location, the Whitney loves to
take advantage of their fifth-floor terrace;
in this, their second installation there, they
explore the contrast between the concepts
of the “sculpture garden” as a cultivated
setting for contemplating artworks and
the “garden sculpture” as a vernacular
ornamental object.

THE MET

P.S. Art 2016: Celebrating the
Creative Spirit of New York
City Kids (Through October 23)

This annual exhibit celebrates the
achievements of New York City’s public
school students. Showcasing works from 90
pre-K through grade 12 students, from all
five boroughs, you’ll find paintings, prints,
sculptures, photographs, mixed-media
works, collages, and drawings from the
artists of tomorrow.

Brooklyn Museum
Disguise: Masks and Global
African Art (Through

September 18)

This exhibit connects the work of 25
contemporary artists with historical African
masquerade. Viewers are invited to think
critically about the world and their place in it,
putting on masks to become someone else and
revealing hidden realities about society, power,
class, and gender.

MoMA

Bouchra Khalili: The Mapping Journey Project
(Through Oct. 10)

Artist Bouchra Khalili chronicles the illegal travels of eight
migrants across the Mediterranean basin in video. Each subject
traces his or her journey in black market across a geopolitical
map of the region while relating aloud the political and
economic circumstances that prompted their journey.
*not all events included*

SEPTEMBER CULTURAL EXHIBITS

September 2016

New York
Historical Society
The Art & Whimsy of Mo
Willems (Through September 25)

Embark on a rollicking journey across
a career that started on Sesame Street
and led to a laundromat in Park Slope,
following Willems’ New York Times bestselling children’s books through art, original
sketches, and inspirational drawings from
conception to creation. Life lessons and humor
collide in artful volumes that speak to kids
and adults alike.

Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum
Star Trek: The Star Fleet Academy
Experience (Through October 31)

Become a Starfleet Academy cadet, studying language,
medicine, engineering, navigation, command,
and science, then test your skills in the legendary
Kobayashi Maru. Far from a no-win scenario, this
interactive exhibit honoring the 50th anniversary of
Gene Roddenberry’s landmark series is a Trekkie’s
dream come true.

The Morgan Museum & Library

Charlotte Brontë: An Independent Will
(Opens September 2, Through January 2, 2017)

Like her most famous protagonist, the titular Jane
Eyre, Charlotte Brontë was “a free human being with
an independent will,” and this exhibit celebrates her
creative path from reluctant governess to published poet to
commanding novelist on the 200th anniversary of her birth.

Planet Hollywood
City Room (Ongoing)

If you’ve ever dreamed of soaring through
the sky like Maverick or inspiring millions
with the speech from Independence Day,
you can live out those fantasies and more
over a good meal in the City Room, where
props from these and other blockbusters are
the backdrop to your dinner.

New York Transit Museum

Underground: Joan Iaconetti
Watercolors (Through October 16)

Iaconetti’s evocative, geometric-impressionist watercolors capture the ominous underworld of New York’s subway system in 22
large-format paintings. Spattering, dripping, puddling, and scrumbling lend fantastically sinister color to these familiar settings,
peering into shadowed corners at dizzying angles while ghost-like commuters fade into the background of the scenes..

Brooklyn Historical
Society
Truman Capote’s
Brooklyn: The Lost
Photographs of David
Attie (Through July 2017 )

Attie’s photographs document
Brooklyn in 1958, as guided by
33-year-old Truman Capote, who led
the photographer from the streets of
Brooklyn Heights to the waterfront.
Follow along in this exhibit, which
brings the largely unseen fruits of their
collaboration, to light for the first time.

Museum of American Finance
Worth Its Weight – Gold from the
Ground Up (Through Decmeber 30)

From science and technology to entertainment and pop
culture to finance and economics, gold has an unmistakable
influence on our lives. This exhibit collects unique and rare
objects that explore the influence and power of this shiny
mineral on our way of life, drawing from the Smithsonian,
Tiffany & Co., and more.
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9/11 Memorial Museum
Bard Graduate Center Gallery

Artek and the Aaltos: Creating a
Modern World (Through September 25 )

This is the first modern exhibition in the United
States to examine Artek, the pioneering Finnish
design company that was founded in 1935 by
co-founders Alvar Aalto and Aino Marsio-Aalto.
Famed for their nebtwood furniture, the company
was also a disseminator of modernism in art,
architecture, interiors, furniture, and other
modern products.
*not all events included*

Rendering the Unthinkable:
Artists Respond to 9/11
(Opens September 12)

Marvel at the poignant paintings,
sculptures, and video crafted by NYC
artists in the wake of the devastating
attacks of September 11, 2001. Displayed
together for the first time, these are not
commissioned pieces, but rather, an artistic
history of the city’s grief – and journey
towards understanding and healing.

Museum of the
City
of New York
Lost in Old New York
(Through October 1)

Travel back in time through seven
immersive scenes of New York’s
storied past, from a Staten Island
beach in 1898 to the Brooklyn Bridge
in 1903 to the original Pennsylvania
Station in 1935. Explore the history
of America’s greatest city up close
for just $14 (children and teens are
free).

ULTIMATE GUIDE TO NYC

A Hollywood
Classic.
TIMES SQUARE

Located on 45th between
Broadway & 6th
open daily for lunch + dinner
212.333.7827
Reservations at

planethollywood.com

10 off 30

$

$

Minimum purchase of $30 required excluding tax and
gratuity. Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
One coupon per visit, per table. Excludes alcohol and
purchase of gift cards. Valid at participating Planet
Hollywood® locations. Valid for Dine In only.

EXPIRES
1/29/17

Little Italy
has a new location.
N

ew York City is a roaring metropolis full of the finest arts and culture, incredible restaurants,
unbelievable entertainment, and of course the world’s best shopping. Whether you choose to
spend your time at the elegant flagship stores of Fifth Avenue, dine at 5-star restaurants near
Central Park, or browse the unparalleled museums on the Upper East Side, Manhattan welcomes
you and is eager to please. With so many delights and temptations to choose from, NEW YORK
CITY Monthly has carefully picked our top recommendations for all of your NYC leisure pursuits.

TIMES SQUARE
Located on 45th between
Broadway & 6th
212.764.6527

The pages that follow are our selections for NYCM’s HOT LIST…
SHOPPING | DINING | BROADWAY | MUSEUMS | ATTRACTIONS
Each section is broken down into subcategories and HOT LIST listings featuring a detailed description,
address (including the cross street), phone number, and of course a few “Category Spotlights” that
are particularly remarkable this month. So browse, read, and enjoy our recommendations and dive
in to the best of everything NYC has to offer.
Enjoy our city. Take in all you can. Remember to tip your cabbie.
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Reservations at

bucadibeppo.com

10 off 30

$

$

EXPIRES
1/29/17

Minimum purchase of $30 required, excluding
tax and gratuity. Not valid with any other offers,
discounts or promotional meal deals. One coupon per
visit, per table. Excludes alcohol, merchandise and
purchase of gift cards. Valid at participating Buca di
Beppo® locations. Valid for Dine In or To Go.

BROADWAY

™

Beautiful: The Carol King Musical

I

f there were one aspect of New York City that
encapsulates the city’s standing as one of the
world’s most vibrant entertainment epicenters,
many would point to Broadway theater. As the city’s
focal point for the very best musicals and shows,
the talent, theatrics, and production value found
on Broadway are second to none.
Whether you’re looking to experience a recordsetting musical classic like Phantom of the
Opera, or a new play starring one of your favorite

PHOTOS © MATTHEW MURPHY AND JOHAN PERSSON

CATS

School of Rock

Hollywood stars, the following pages will help
guide you with detailed information and novel
classification of Broadway’s most current offerings.
Over 13 million people attended a Broadway
show in 2014, making it the best-attended and
highest-grossing year in history. Also known as
the “Theater District” and “The Great White Way,”
head there today for unmatched excitement that’s
perfect for family outings or solo excursions.

WINNER
OF EVERY MAJOR
BEST MUSICAL AWARD
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2013

TONY
AWARD

2014

®

GRAMMY
AWARD
®

2016

OLIVIER
AWARD

KINKYBOOTSTHEMUSICAL.COM | Ticketmaster.com or 877-250-2929 |

FEATURING 16

ORIGINAL SONGS BY

CYNDI LAUPER

Al Hirschfeld Theatre, 302 W. 45th St.
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The Book of Mormon (Eugene O’Neill)
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Beautiful: The Carole King Musical (Stephen Sondheim)
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12 The Cherry Orchard (American Airlines)
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26 Cats (Neil Simon)

54th St.

15
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Aladdin (New Amsterdam)

21 An American in Paris (Palace)

19 Disaster! (Nederlander)
14 The Encounter (John Golden)
39 Fiddler on the Roof (Broadway)
19 The Front Page (Broadhurst)
22 Fun Home (Circle in the Square)
10 Hamilton (Richard Rodgers)
28 Heisenberg (Samuel J. Friedman)
15 Holiday Inn (Studio 54)
6

The Humans (Gerald Schoenfeld)

7

Jersey Boys (August Wilson)

18 Kinky Boots (Al Hirschfield)
8

Les Miserables (Imperial)

9

The Lion King (Minskoff)

25 Matilda (Shubert)
36 Oh, Hello on Broadway (Lyceum)
29 On Your Feet! (Marquis)
17 The Phantom of the Opera (Majestic)
42 School of Rock (Winter Garden)
38 Something Rotten! (St. James)
33 Waitress (Brooks Atkinson)
23 Wicked (Gershwin)

39th St.

Aladdin
(musical) family favorite
New Amsterdam Theatre
214 W. 42nd St. (7th Ave.)

Aladdin, a poor street kid who falls in love
with a princess, has a life-changing experience after discovering the secrets of a magic lamp. Based on the 1992 Disney movie.
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 1 & 7; Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

An American In Paris (musical)
Palace Theatre
1564 Broadway (46th & 47th Sts.)

NOW ON BROADWAY

8 TIMES A WEEK

C AT SBROA DWAY.C OM

Neil Simon Theatre · 250 W. 52nd St.

O R I G I N A L LY P R O D U C E D B Y C A M E R O N M A C K I N T O S H A N D
THE REALLY USEFUL GROUP LIMITED
TM © 1981 R UG LTD

The romantic story of a young American
soldier, a beautiful French girl, and an
indomitable European city, each yearning
for a new beginning in the aftermath of
war. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri.,
8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

38th St.

Beautiful: The Carole
King Musical (musical)
Stephen Sondheim Theatre
124 W. 43rd St. (6th & 7th Aves.)

This musical tells the inspiring true story
of King's remarkable rise to stardom,
from being part of a hit songwriting team
with her husband Gerry Goffin, to her
relationship with fellow writers and best
friends Cynthia Weil and Barry Mann, to
becoming one of the most successful solo
acts in popular music history. Tues. &
Thurs., 7; Wed., 2; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 7;
Sun., 2 & 7.

The Book of Mormon (musical)
Eugene O’Neill Theatre
230 W. 49th St. (8th Ave.)

Once in a blue moon does Broadway get
a show that’s so shockingly different and
hysterical as The Book of Mormon. From
the people behind South Park and Avenue
Q comes this hilarious tale of two Mormon
missionaries headed to Uganda. Tues. &
Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 7:30; Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Cats (Musical)
Neil Simon Theatre
250 W. 52nd St.
(Broadway & 8th Ave.)

Cats is back! A group of cats prowl a junkyard and compete for the honor of ascending to the Heaviside layer in order to enjoy another of their nine lives, in Andrew
Lloyd Webber's musical version of a book
of T.S. Eliot poems. Tues. - Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8.

The Cherry Orchard (Play)
American Airlines Theatre
227 W. 42nd St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

Russian aristocrat Lyubov returns from
Paris to her childhood estate, which is
due to be sold. Anton Chekhov's 1903 play
highlights the growing irrelevancy of the
Russian upper classes as the former peasant class begins to gain power. Previews
begin 9/15. Tues., Thurs., Fri., 8; Wed.
& Sat., 2 & 8; Sun. 2.

BROADWAY

Chicago (musical)
Ambassador Theatre
219 W. 49th St. (8th Ave.)

Classic Fosse choreography plus a musical tale of murder and corruption make
Chicago a sultry sensation. It’s sexy, it’s
indulgent... it’s a show that winds you
around its finger and has you coming back
for more. Mon. Tues. Thurs. Fri., 8; Sat.,
2:30 & 8; Sun., 2:30 & 7.

Cirque du Soleil Paramour
(musical)
Lyric Theatre
213 W. 42nd St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

Paramour unites Cirque du Soleil's signature spectacle with Broadway's story-telling. Set in the world of Golden Age
Hollywood, the event will spin the tale of a
beautiful young poet forced to choose between love and art. Mon. & Thurs., 7:30;
Wed., 2; Fri., 8; Sat., 3 & 8; Sun., 2 & 7.

The Color Purple (musical)
Bernard B. Jacobs Theatre
242 W. 45th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

The acclaimed Menier Chocolate Factory
production moves to Broadway, ten years
after the original show opened at the
Broadway Theatre. Starring Cynthia Erivo, Jennifer Hudson and Danielle Brooks.
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

CHICAGOTHEMUSICAL.COM
TELECHARGE.COM OR 212-239-6200
AMBASSADOR THEATRE · 49 th STREET AT BROADWAY

The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time (play)
Ethel Barrymore Theatre
243 W. 47th St. (8th Ave.)

T:3.75”
PHOTO BY MAX VADUKUL

The play tells the story of Christopher,
who becomes a suspect when a neighbor's dog is speared with a garden fork.
He embarks on a mission to discover the
truth about the dog’s untimely death, recording everything in a notebook — even
though his father has forbidden it. Tues.
& Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 7:30; Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

The Encounter (one act)
John Golden Theatre
252 W. 45th St. (8th Ave.)

Through aural technology and skilled
storytelling, audiences become lost in the
Amazon Rainforest. THE ENCOUNTER
tells the true story National Geographic
photographer, Loren McIntyre as he’s lost
in a remote area of Brazil in 1969. While
on this journey a startling encounter
changes his life. As the tale reaches its
climax, you may find yourself also on an
inner voyage pondering some of the most
urgent questions today. Previews begin
9/20. Thurs. & Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2 &
8; Sun., 3. Tues. 9/20 @ 8. Tues. 9/27 @ 7.
Thurs. 9/29 @ 6:30.

“
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— Time Out New York

Stephen Sondheim Theatre 124 West 43rd Street
www.BeautifulOnBroadway.com
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earth move!”

Fiddler on the Roof (musical)
Broadway Theatre
1681 Broadway (53rd St.)

Tony-winning director Bartlett Sher
(South Pacific, The King and I) brings a
fresh and authentic vision to this beloved
musical classic, starring Broadway favorite Danny Burstein. Tues. & Thurs., 7;
Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

The Front Page (Play)
Broadhurst Theatre
235 W. 44th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

BROADWAY

As Hildy Johnson, cocky star reporter for
the Chicago Examiner, states his resignation in pursuit of a respectable job and to
get married, word of a jail break hits and
all of the other writers stampede out for
the story. While deciding how he should
react, the escapee comes in through the
window catching Hildy off-guard and
bringing him the story of a lifetime. Previews begin 9/20. Mon. – Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8.

Fun Home (musical)
Circle in the Square Theatre
235 W. 50th St. (8th Ave.)

When her father dies unexpectedly, graphic novelist Alison dives deep into her past
to tell the story of the volatile, brilliant,
one-of-a-kind man whose temperament
and secrets defined her family and her life.
Arrives on Broadway after a sold-out, critically acclaimed run. Mon., Tues., Thurs.,
7; Wed., 2 & 7; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8.

Hamilton (musical)
Richard Rodgers Theatre
226 W. 46th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

From the creative team behind the Tony
Award-winning In the Heights comes a
wildly inventive new musical about the
unlikely founding father determined to
make his mark on a new nation as hungry
and ambitious as he is. Tues. & Thurs., 7;
Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun. 3.

The Humans (play)
Gerald Schoenfeld Theatre
236 W. 45th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

New York City. Today. After a sleepless
night, Mr. Blake brings his family from
Pennsylvania to celebrate Thanksgiving
at his daughter's new apartment. As darkness falls outside the crumbling pre-war
duplex, mysterious things start to go bump
in the night and family tensions reach a
boiling point. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2
& 8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Jersey Boys (musical)
August Wilson Theatre
245 W. 52nd St. (8th Ave.)

TONY award-winner in 2006, Jersey Boys
is still going strong, telling the story of
Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons as
they journey from Jersey kids to music superstars. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 7;
Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Kinky Boots (musical)
Al Hirchfeld Theatre
302 W. 45th St. (8th Ave.)

Based on a true story of a conservative but
failing British men's footwear factory that
switches gears and starts producing kinky
boots. Features a score by Cyndi Lauper
and book by Harvey Fierstein. Mon., 8;
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8.

ESTABLISHED IN 1994 NYC
or 800-982-2787
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Les Misérables (musical)
Imperial Theatre
249 W. 45th St. (8th Ave.)

Cameron Mackintosh's acclaimed new
production of the classic musical, which
is making its third appearance on Broadway, features fresh scenic and narrative
elements as well as new orchestrations.
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3. Closes 9/4

L E T YOUR
F A N TA S I E S
U N W I ND

The Lion King
(musical) family favorite
Minskoff Theatre
1515 Broadway (45th St.)

Photo: Matt Crockett

T:3.75”

TONY award-winner for Best Musical,
this show has wowed over 50 million people by bringing to life the Serengeti right
here in Manhattan. Dazzling costumes
and unforgettable music transport you
in this remarkable show. Tues. & Wed.,
7; Thurs & Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun.
1 & 6:30.
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This cherished childhood classic tells
the story of an intelligent and gifted
child who, unloved at home, tries to rid
her school of evil headmistress Miss
Trunchbull. Adapted from the popular
1988 Roald Dahl novel, Matilda heads
to B’Way after garnering a record seven Olivier Awards in London. Tues. &
Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 7:30; Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Oh, Hello on Broadway
(musical)
Lyceum Theatre
149 W. 45th St. (7th Ave.)
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Matilda: The Musical
(musical) family favorite
Shubert Theatre
225 W. 44th St. (7th Ave.)

NBC-TV

Comedy Central’s Nick Kroll and John
Mulaney of Netflix’s “The Comeback
Kid” make their Broadway
Taking
Page #debut.
1
the stage as their acclaimed alter egos,
Gil Faizon and George St. Geegland, the
pair star as 70-something, outrageously
Inks
Approvals
opinionated, self-proclaimed
“legendary”
bachelors living in NewCyan
York. The charCD Vinny/Tom
Comedy Central
CWacters
Aaron rose to fame on Magenta
Yellow
on The Great
AD and
Christi now they’re taking
Black begin 9/23.
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Way.
Previews
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On Your Feet!
Marquis Theatre
1535 Broadway (45th & 46th Sts.)
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Emilio Estefan and his wife Gloria, who
became the best-selling crossover performer in Latin music. Features the hit
songs "Rhythm Is Gonna Get You" and
"Conga." Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 &
8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

The Phantom ofPrint
theAdOpera
Slug
(musical)family favorite
Majestic Theater
245 W. 44th St. (8th Ave.)

New Amsterdam Theatre, Broadway & 42nd Street
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THE HIT BROADWAY MUSICAL

The longest running musical in Broadway history, this classic and brooding
musical about seduction and sorrow is
perhaps Andrew Lloyd Webber’s masterpiece, with exquisite costume and set design to match. Mon.Wed.-Sat., 8; Tues.,
7; Thurs. & Sat., 2.

MOM
21 million+

views

Something Rotten! (musical)
St. James Theatre
246 W. 44th St. (8th Ave.)
When your theatrical competitors include
William Shakespeare, what can a couple
of brothers do to join the ranks of Elizabethan power players? Write a musical, of
course! Starring Christian Borle and Brian d'Arcy James. Mon., Tues., Thurs., 7;
Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8.

Waitress (musical)
Brooks Atkinson Theatre
256 W. 47th St.
(Broadway & 8th Ave.)

Dena Blizzard’s new show is a great “Girls Night Out” or “Date Night”
for anyone who IS a Mom, HAS a Mom or is MARRIED to a Mom.
Brought to you by:

Telecharge.com 212-239-6200

Written and Performed by New
Dena
Blizzard
OneFunnyMother.com
World Stages,
340 W 50th St.
FOR USE 1.5” AND SMALLER

FOR USE 1.5” AND SMALLER

Featuring music by five-time Grammy
Award-nominated singer songwriter Sara
Bareilles and based on the 2007 film of the
same name. Jenna, a waitress and expert
pie maker, is stuck in a small town and a
loveless marriage. When a baking contest
in a nearby county offers her a chance at
escape, Jenna must choose between her
commitments and her dreams.Tues. &
Thurs., 7:30; Wed., 2 & 7:30; Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Wicked
(musical) family favorite
Gershwin Theatre
222 W. 51st St. (8th Ave.)

The story of the Wicked Witch of the West
and Glinda the Good Witch, this musical
takes a fantastical journey through a different dimension of Oz. Tues., & Wed., 7;
Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 2 & 7.

OF F -BROA DWAY
Avenue Q
New World Stages 3
340 W. 50th St. (8th & 9th Aves.)
After a six-year run on Broadway, it’s still
utterly hilarious with irresistible music
and puppetry at its best and bravest. A
laugh-out-loud musical that tells the timeless story of a recent college grad named
Princeton who moves into a shabby New
York apartment all the way out on Avenue
Q. Wed.-Fri., 8; Sat., 2:30 & 8; Sun., 3
& 7.

Black Angels over Tuskegee
St. Luke’s Theatre
308 W. 46th St. (8th Ave.)

60 NYCMONTHLY .COM

Based on true events. The story of the Tuskegee Airmen told in narrative of six men
embarking upon a journey to become the
first African-American fighter pilots in the
U.S. Army Air Forces. The play explores
their collective struggle with Jim Crow
their intelligence, patriotism and dreams
of an inclusive fair society and brotherhood. Sun., 1.

Starring a trio of bald and blue-painted
characters, the Blue Man Group takes
the audience on a hilarious, avant-garde
journey through sound and science. The
performance is mesmerizing, stimulating
yet hypnotic, and a unique multisensory
tour de force. Tues. & Thurs., 8; Wed.
& Fri., 2 & 8; Sat., 2,5,8; Sun., 2,5,8.
Beginning 7/11: Mon., 5 & 8; Tues. &
Thurs., 8; Wed., & Fri., 2 & 8; Sat., 2,5,8;
Sun., 2,5,8.

Cagney
Westside Theatre
407 W. 43rd St. (9th & 10th Aves.)
A dramatic new musical that follows the
life of the legendary James Cagney from
the streets of New York to his rise as one
of the brightest stars of Hollywood, from a
vaudeville song-and-dance man to the cinema’s original tough guy. Broadway’s Robert Creighton leads a cast of six who tap
dance through a score that blends original
music with classics, including Grand Old
Flag, and Yankee Doodle Dandy. Tues.,
7; Wed.-Sat., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2; Sun., 3.
Beginning 7/4: Tues., 7; Wed., 2 & 8;
Thurs., 2; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Drunk Shakespeare
The Lounge
300 W. 43rd St. (8th Ave.)
A company of “professional drinkers with
a serious Shakespeare problem,” one cast
member will have 5 shots of Whiskey as
they perform one of Shakespeare’s classics. Drink along with the performers; it’s
(hopefully) nothing like your High School
English class! 21+ only. Mon., 7:30; Wed.,
8; Thurs., 7:30; Fri., 8 & 10; Sat., 7:30;
10.

The Gazillion Bubble Show
(family favorite)
New World Stages 4
340 W. 50th St. (8th & 9th Aves.)
Record-breaking bubble artist Fan Yang
explores the fragile and mysterious world
of soap bubbles, blending art and science
in a dazzling display. This interactive
show features fantastic light effects, lasers and, masterpieces of bubble artistry.
Thurs., 11 & 2; Fri., 7; Sat., 11, 2 & 4:30.

The Fantasticks
Snapple Theater Center
1627 Broadway (50th St.)
The Fantasticks tells the story of a young
man and the girl next door, whose parents
have built a wall to keep them apart. The
youngsters nevertheless contrive to meet
and fall in love. Mon.Tues.Fri., 8; Wed.,
2; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3 & 7:30.

Fuerza Bruta (family favorite)
Daryl Roth Theatre
101 E. 15th St. (Irving Pl.)

Celebrating 10 years worldwide, this is an
uninhibited and unforgettable show you
have to see to believe! This theatrical thrill
ride combines euphoria-inducing live music and breathtaking aerial displays in a
performance that’s as exhilarating as it is
addictive. Wed. & Thurs., 8; Fri., 9; Sat.,
7 & 9:30; Sun., 7.

Photo: Carol Rosegg
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CHARDONN
AY
GO

A down-on-his-luck wannabe rock star
poses as a substitute teacher at a prestigious prep school to make ends meet.
When he discovers his students’ musical
talents, he enlists his fifth-graders to form
a rock group and conquer the Battle of the
Bands. Based on the 2003 hit movie. Mon.
& Tues., 7; Wed., 2; Fri., 7:30; Sat., 2 &
7:30; Sun., 1 & 6.

BROADWAY

Blue Man Group
Astor Place Theatre
434 Lafayette St. (Astor Pl.)

Musical
Hollywood’s
The

About

Tough Guy in Tap Shoes

“STUPENDOUS!

“

HilariousNight
Night of
of Laundry,
Laundry, Laughs
AA
Hilarious
Laughsand
andLiquor!
Liquor!

School of Rock (musical)
Winter Garden Theatre
1634 Broadway (51st St.)

- Roma Torre, NY1

“AN AMAZING
MUSICAL!
“

BROADWAY

- Steve Schonberg, WNBC-TV

Westside Theatre 407 W 43rd St - Telecharge.com 212-239-6200 - CagneyTheMusical.com

Murdered By The Mob
Arno Ristorante
141 W. 38th St. (Broadway)
Murdered by the Mob lets audiences experience the mafia and a great meal. The interactive comedy mystery features a three
course sit-down dinner, dancing with a
professional DJ, and surprises at every
turn. You even have the chance to solve the
case and win some fabulous prizes. Sat., 7.

NEWSical the Musical
The Kirk Theatre
410 W. 42nd St. (9th & 10th Aves.)
With constantly evolving material that
lampoons current events, celebrities, politics, and more, NEWSical makes for hilarious comedy with snappy writing. This
Drama Desk nominated musical is pure
entertainment and a feat that any news
junkie will appreciate. Mon.Tues.Fri.,
8:15; Sat., 3 & 8:15; Sun., 7:30.

One Funny Mother
New World Stages 2
340 W. 50th St. (8th & 9th Aves.)

Have you ever gone un-showered for days,
fought with your husband over who works
harder, picked a child’s nose or had a kid
pee on you? Dena Blizzard’s new show
One Funny Mother will make you realize
you’re not crazy…motherhood is! Thurs.,
7; Sat., 8.

Sex Tips For Straight
Women From A Gay Man
777 Theater
777 8th Ave. (47th St.)
This romantic comedy takes the audience
on a hilarious and wild ride where no topic
is taboo and the insider ‘tips’ come straight
from the source: a gay man. Based on the
international best-selling book of the same
title. Saturdays @ 7 & 9:30.

Stomp
Orpheum Theatre
126 2nd Ave. (St. Marks Pl.)

Relying solely on the human body and
ordinary household items, Stomp is a
heart-thumping, energetic musical exhibition of choreographed percussion. This
award winning production is a broom
whacking, bin pounding, lid smacking good
time. Tues.-Fri., 8; Sat., 3 & 8; Sun., 2
& 5:30. Check website for variations.

That Physics Show
(family favorite)
The Elektra Theatre
300 W. 43rd St. (8th Ave.)
Lifetime professional physics demonstrator
David Maiullo brings his scientific "magic" from the world of physics to the stage
in a tantalizing show that features live
segments on motion, momentum, vacuum, friction, energy, density, fluid motion,
sound waves/vibrations, light waves, temperature and many more from the world in
which we live. Wed., 2; Sat. & Sun, 12 & 3.

DINING

STEA K
Angus Club Steakhouse
135 E. 55th St. (Lexington Ave.)
212.588.1585

The signature porterhouse at Angus Club
Steakhouse fulfills all senses. The dish
comes out sizzling as you hear, smell, and
see it in all its glory. Tasting the perfectly
aged meat justifiably rounds out your experience. The bone-in ribeye is also a true contender as a tender and flavorful alternative.
The truffled cream corn is a distinctive side
to try as the corn still maintains its crisp
texture while swimming in a wonderful
truffle cream.

Exceptional Prime Dry-Aged Steaks and
Chops. Fresh Seafood. Mouth-Watering
Side Dishes. Exquisite Wines & Spirits.

Ben & Jack’s Steak House
225 5th Ave. (27th St.)
212.532.7600

With the look of a classic steakhouse, Ben
& Jack’s could be straight out of a mob
movie. Start off your meal with extra thick
sizzling Canadian bacon. Be prepared for
the overwhelming quantity of meat on your
plate by selectively choosing your sides. The
sautéed broccoli covered in garlic adds great
color to the hearty dish. Known for their
porterhouse, it is so flavorful, you won’t be
asking for an additional sauce.

Beauty & Essex

Charlie Palmer Steak
5 E. 54th St. (5th Ave.)
646.559.8440
With the capability of opening up the entire
front of the house on a nice, warm weather
day, Charlie Palmer has an airy, modern
atmosphere for a solid meal. To taste a
more rare cut of meat, try the Teres Major.
Its tenderness will surprise you as it is a
muscle in the shoulder that is seldom used.
For those who want a more traditional cut,
the Snake River NY Strip comes from a
family-owned ranch in Idaho. End the night
with the Cheesecake Pudding, which has the
same delicious flavor everyone loves but with
a different texture.

Empire Steak House
237 W. 54th St. (Broadway)
212.586.9700
Charlie Palmer Steakhouse

T

he hardest thing about choosing where to
eat in New York? Narrowing down your
virtually endless options.

In a city where you could eat breakfast, lunch,
and dinner at a different restaurant every day
all year long and scarcely scratch the surface
of the vibrant restaurant scene, it’s easy to feel
overwhelmed.
But all those choices make finding great food in
New York – whether you have a craving for comfort
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or pine for fine dining – easier than anywhere else
in the world. From quick service icons like Shake
Shack, to outstanding ethnic cuisine in Chinatown
or on the East Village’s “Curry Row,” to world-class
institutions of indulgence like Per Se, there’s just
no excuse for eating badly in the Big Apple.
Here, you’ll find some of our resident expert’s
top picks for a meal, whether your tastes run
quaint or exotic, quick and easy, or quality that’s
extraordinary.

Right on Broadway, Empire Steak House is
the perfect restaurant to visit pre-show. The
huge dining room is upscale and modern.
Key meat entrees include bone-in ribeye,
filet mignon, and surprisingly, the lamb
chops. The $30 prix fixe lunch option is a
great alternative to leave happy with a full
belly and wallet.

Il Mulino Prime
331 W. Broadway (Grand St.)
212.226.0020
Against white-washed brick walls hung with
white casts of mounted bison heads, atop
white tablecloths set with white plates and
napkins, the food at Il Mulino Prime leaps off
the plate in a riot of color and texture: short
rib ravioli with butter and sage competes
with frutti di mare over black ink pasta for
your attention, while prime bone-in double-cut veal chops with Barolo wine sauce
threaten to steal the show. Serving a smart
balance of steakhouse classics and Italian
favorites, the menu is at once upscale and
comforting.

“...steak for everyone.”
- The New York Times

“...the most delicious steaks and
seafood in town.” - Forbes
Open 7 Days A Week!
255 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016
212.532.7600
219 EAST 44TH ST.
NEW YORK, NY 10017
UNDER RENOVATIONS RE-OPENING SOON!
BENANDJACKSSTEAKHOUSE.COM
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The Old Homestead Steakhouse
56 Ninth Ave. (14th St.)
212.242.9040

Don’t let the neon sign and the cow sculpture out front fool you: Old Homestead is
every inch the New York luxury steakhouse,
serving luscious prime cuts alongside an
ambitious menu of starters, like Florida
rock shrimp tempura with wasabi aioli,
and sides like buttermilk onion rings and
string beans with caramelized onions and
pancetta. Tempting though it may be to fill
up on savories, the dessert menu’s “Big Fat
Chocolate Cake,” with layer upon towering
layer of fudgy cake and chocolate frosting
is not to be missed.

Smith & Wollensky
797 Third Ave. (50th St.)
212.753.1530
A steakhouse in Midtown, Smith & Wollensky offers a variety of quality meat such as
the Colorado aged rib eye they age 21 days
on site. However, surprisingly the distinctive
dishes are a side and dessert item. You will
devour the creamed spinach side, as each
spoonful will leave you wanting another.
The famous coconut cake is an ethereal experience – the even layers of light sponge
cake and coconut filling surrounded by fresh
coconut shavings overwhelm your taste buds
with a heavenly comforting coconut flavor.

Buca di Beppo
1540 Broadway (45th St.)
212.764.6527

When you’ve worked up a Gotham-sized
appetite, nothing is more satisfying
than a hearty meal with friends. And
that’s exactly what you’ll find at Buca
di Beppo, an Italian oasis in the heart
of Times Square. Every dish is served
family-style, in generous portions designed for sharing, ranging from savory
chicken saltimbocca with artichokes,
prosciutto, and sage to classic spaghetti
and meatballs.

Chazz Palminteri Italian
890 Second Ave. (E. 48th St.)
212.355.5540
Bronx-born Calogero Palminteri, better
known as Chazz, the actor from films like
“A Bronx Tale” and, it turns out, an aspiring restaurateur. His namesake restaurant
pours his own BiVi Sicilian vodka in their
signature Sicilian Martini, just the thing
to kick off a meal of Zuppa di Cozze, PEI
mussels in red or white sauce, followed by
Tagliata di Manzo alla Pizzaiola, USDA
Prime steak with onions, peppers, mushrooms, fresh plum tomatoes and oregano.
As Mamma would say, “Mangia!”

Davio’s Northern
Italian Steakhouse
447 Lexington Ave. (45th St.)
212.661.4810

Davio’s takes their Italian heritage seriously, serving hearty handmade pastas alongside their chophouse menu of
steaks and sides. Top-notch imported
ingredients, including Umbrian lentils
and San Marzano tomatoes, lend Old
World flavor to the satisfying plates,
which range from pasta with gorgonzola, ricotta, mascarpone, parmigiano, and black truffle butter to a 14-oz.
Prime New York sirloin that rivals any
cut in town.

Del Posto
85 10th Ave. (16th St.)
212.497.8090
If there’s an honor to be had by a restaurant,
it’s a good bet Del Posto has earned it, and
with good reason: from the live classical
piano music setting the mood to the extraordinary black-tie service to the immaculately
appointed dining room, the pristine setting
is just the beginning at this temple of Italian
cuisine. The five- and eight-course tasting
menus change seasonally, but the reliably
excellent food is always complemented by
the exceptional wine list, among the city’s
best. Looking to indulge? This is the place.

Grimaldi's
1 Front St. (York St.)
718.858.4300
Grimaldi's can prove why it is considered
a NYC institution by its residents. Even
before biting into a slice, you can smell the
wonderful aroma of the coal brick oven it
was baked in. The crust is crisp, thin, and
chewy, which leads way to the voluptuous
mozzarella and savory marinara. Eating
a New York style pizza under the iconic
Brooklyn Bridge? Priceless.

Il Mulino Uptown
37 E. 60th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.750.3270

Dress nicely. Keep your elbows off the
table. Chew with your mouth closed.
All good advice, but the most important
words for prospective Il Mulino diners?
Bring your appetite. Don’t be fooled by
the luxuriously spare décor and pristine
white linens: these Italians want you to eat.
Their complimentary antipasti is legendary
(think all-you-can-eat salumi and nuggets of
imported pecorino) and the house focaccia
has been the end of many a feigned “gluten
allergy.” Il Mulino is the Italian nonna you
always wanted, swathed in George Clooney’s
dapper throw-back style.

live
nightly.

L'Artusi
228 W. 10th St. (Bleecker St.)
212.255.5757

swing by tonight
jalc.org / dizzys
sets:
pm

Jazz at Lincoln Center Broadway at 60th Street, 5th Floor, NYC
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With impeccable service and scrumptious
Italian dishes, L'Artusi is gaining stardom
in the food world. Start off by asking for
the house made ricotta as an appetizer. It
may not be on the menu, but it is said to be
existent and delicious. Any pasta dish will go
above any expectations, but if there is a pasta special that night, grab it before it goes!
End the meal with the olive oil cake with
rich yet subtle flavors, and moist consistency.

Atlantic Grill
49 W. 64th St. (Broadway)
212.787.4663

For reliably excellent fish and shellfish,
served on crisp white linen-topped tables,
New Yorkers on both sides of Central Park
turn to Atlantic Grill, a Manhattan institution since 1998. Seasonal cocktails and a
diverse, approachable wine list complement
the peerlessly fresh seafood. The menu has
something for everyone: a sumptuous – and
surprisingly affordable – raw bar; signature
sushi and sashimi plates; the day’s catch,
simply grilled; and composed appetizers and
entrees that draw inspiration from around
the world: teriyaki glazes to Cajun blackening spices to melted leeks and chanterelles.

Catch
21 Ninth Ave. (W. 13th St.)
212.392.5978
In the hip Meatpacking District, this massive contemporary seafood haven boasts a
lively open kitchen and nautical-chic décor
that includes hammered copper, exposed
brick and honey-colored wood paneling. The
bi-level restaurant also features a soaring
rooftop bar and lounge where well-heeled
guests nibble a signature salmon, hamachi
and tuna tartare trio with American caviar
and wasabi crème fraiche while sipping
Seraphina cocktails: ginger-infused Bombay
Sapphire with watermelon juice, lemon, and
agave, aka. a shaker full of summer.

"Chazz Palminteri Combines
Love for Sicilian Heritage
and Classic Italian Food"
-Zagat

info@chazzpalminterinyc.com
www. chazzpalminterinyc.com

City Crab and Seafood Company
235 Park Ave. S. (19th St.)
212.529.3800
New York’s grand fish house tradition is
alive and well at City Crab, where the 100+
varieties of shellfish at their raw bar are
just the beginning. An admirably creamy
rendition of New England clam chowder is
prelude to Alaskan snow crab legs sautéed
in garlic butter or a “Down East” lobster
bake with mussels, clams, corn and potatoes
in the bi-level dining room, while crisp rosé
complements clams casino at the comfortable bar during happy hour daily.

Ed’s Chowder House
44 W. 63rd St. (Broadway)
212.956.1288

In an airy, whitewashed space one story
above the bustle of 63rd Street, Ed’s is a
transportive gem that whisks diners, via
one quick flight of stairs, straight to the
Hamptons. The signature selection of – you
guessed it – chowders is warming in the
winter and satisfying in the summer, but
the real shame would be to ignore the rest of
the menu, where gems such as brioche-crusted Atlantic hake and salmon tartare with
fresh cucumber and horseradish cream are
waiting to be discovered (and devoured).

Lure Fishbar
142 Mercer Street (Prince St.)
212.431.7676
In the heart of Soho, Lure Fishbar provides
an escape to the sea. A rare showcase of
creativity with seafood, try their lobster
croutons as an appetizer. Alternatively, the
fresh and bright salmon tartare sits on top
of a perfect balance of creamy avocado. Order any fish entree, as it will never let you
down, or try their bash style burger with
an onion and bacon jam you'll want to jar
and take home.

890 2nd Ave. | NY, NY 10017 (48th St.)
212.355.5540
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Spice Market
403 W. 13th St. (9th Ave.)
212.675.2322

info@empiresteakhousenyc.com
www.empiresteakhousenyc.com
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OUR SECOND LOCATION
IS NOW OPEN!

151 East 50th Street | NY, NY 10022 | 212.582.6900

Los Angeles may have film sets, but
New York is a film set – and nowhere
celebrates the city’s cinematic splendor better than Planet Hollywood. In a
dining room wallpapered with largerthan-life photos of NYC scenes, you’ll
dine on elevated American classics
like Kobe beef sliders and four-cheese
mac’n’cheese. The tasty fare competes
for attention with props from classic
films (The Terminator) and contemporary blockbusters (The Hunger Games),
all conveniently located in the middle of
one of the city’s most iconic scenes: the
glittering marquees of Times Square.

Gaonnuri
1250 Broadway (32nd St.)
212.971.9045

40/40 Club
6 W. 25th St. (Fifth Ave.)
212.832.4040

The panoramic view from a 39th floor penthouse suite paired with the clean lines and
overall sleek interior alone is worth a visit
to this Korean restaurant. Order Haemul
Pajun, a scallion pancake with seafood
folded in for a hot appetizer. You can't go
wrong with Korean table barbecue, more
specifically the Marinated Galbi (prime beef
short rib) and the Dolsot Bibimbap, rice with
assorted vegetables served in a traditional
hot stone bowl.

Hakkasan
311 W. 43rd Street (8th Ave.)
212.776.1818

Joe's Shanghai
9 Pell St. (Bowery)
212.233.8888
The home of soup dumplings, xiao long bao
in Chinatown, Joe's Shanghai may have a
line and is cash only. However, with prompt
and efficient service you will be seated
quickly to enjoy this warm and soothing
Chinese treat. Grab some scallion pancakes
while you're there, as they are served piping
hot, crisp, and chewy. This is a great stop
on any food tour!

Shun Lee Palace
155 E. 55th St. (Lexington Ave.)
212.371.8844
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Planet Hollywood
1540 Broadway (45th St.)
212.333.7827

Jean-Georges Vongerichten's sultry
paean to Southeast Asia by way of Hollywood is a bi-level street food bonanza
where beautiful people come to eat
beautiful food. The plates are gorgeous
but not precious; dishes like spicy Thai
fried chicken wings with Asian pear
and mint beg to be eaten with your
hands, after which the attentive staff
will doubtlessly offer a warm, subtly
scented towel for your fingers. And if
that doesn't ignite your ardor, there's
always the Whiskey Passion Fizz: Dickel
rye with passion fruit, chili, and ginger ale.

Nibble scallop shu mai or sip lobster and
yellow chive soup behind intricate Christian
Liaigre screens in the spacious-yet-intimate
dining room at Hakkasan, where every meal
is an excuse to pull your most expensive pair
of shoes out of the back of the closet. The
moody lighting is filtered through slabs of
Italian marble, making the roasted silver
cod with Champagne and Chinese honey
sauce look even sexier. Catch your date’s
eye across the table. Hold it for a moment.
Now coyly reach for your cocktail. Somehow,
it all feels…right.

237 West 54th Street | NY, NY 10019 | 212.586.9700
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Shun Lee Palace provides elegant, elevated
Chinese food in midtown. A dragon shaped
glass decoration adorns the ceiling of the
main dining area and suited servers provide
attentive service. Try Ants Climb on a Tree,
a stir fry beef dish with cellophane noodles
in a spicy, tangy garlic sauce garnished with
greens. A name like that gives this tasty dish
the right amount of attention.

After the party it’s the after party and after
the party it’s the…40/40 Club, owned by
none other than Hova himself. Massive flat
screens everywhere you look? Check. 18-foot
tower of champagne flutes in the middle
of the bar? Check. Opulent private suites
outfitted with custom pool tables, still more
flat screens, and one-of-a-kind chandeliers?
Um, check. Channel your inner rap star (a
bottle of D’usse XO will set you back $600)
or sip a glass of Moet Nectar and take in
the sights, which usually include a famous
face or two.

21 Club
21 W. 52nd St. (5th Ave.)
212.582.7200

A restaurant overflowing with history and
old-fashioned, white glove service, 21 Club
is a standout for business meetings and
a special night out. A jacket is required
for entrance, but it will be worth it as you
admire the figurines and trinkets adorning the ceiling, followed by a visit to the
historic wine cellar once used during the
prohibition era. Needless to say, the wine
list is extensive and with a pre theater, pre
fixe lunch, and a la carte menus, dabble in
high quality fine dining.

Beauty & Essex
146 Essex St. (Stanton St.)
212.614.0146
Feel the bustle of this trendy restaurant as
you enter what looks like a cute little pawn
shop. Experience a favorite childhood meal
in a newly fashioned way by ordering the
Grilled Cheese, Smoked Bacon, & Tomato
Soup Dumplings. Because it is tapas style,
try an array of food like the roasted bone
marrow, vinegar fries, and chicken meatballs. The rumor is that free champagne is
served in the ladies room!

Bryant Park Grill
25 W. 40th St. (6th Ave.)
212.840.6500

Bryant Park Grill overlooks the green and
bustle of Bryant Park from multi-dining
settings. Whether it's through the spacious
windows of the main dining room, airy rooftop lounge, or Parisian style garden, you
will find yourself in the ideal location for
people watching and charming conversation. Try the Challah French Toast with
mascarpone mousse and mixed berries or
savory steak frites.

The Plaza Food Hall
1 W. 59th St. (Fifth Ave.)
212.986.9260

Whether you’re traveling alone and can’t
make up your mind or have a gaggle of hungry mouths to feed, you’ll find something for
everyone at the 32,000 square-foot Plaza
Food Hall. Located at the foot of Central
Park, this gastronomic hub is home to bakeries and creperies, sandwich shops and
lobster pots, an elegant raw bar to start
your meal or a box of gourmet chocolates to
end it. A cup of coffee to begin your day? A
couple of macarons to finish it? They’re all
here, plus an artful selection of cookbooks
and perfect last-minute edible souvenirs.

The Four Seasons Restaurant
99 E. 52nd St.
(Lexington & Park Ave.)
212.754.9494
At the Four Seasons’ Pool Room, all of the
tables face the romantic centerpiece, the
pool, surrounded by beautiful trees at its
corners. The floor to ceiling windows bring
in glimmers of light as the iconic atmosphere
prepares guests for a dining experience everyone deserves. No matter which entree,
your server will skillfully carve the duck or
filet the fish table side and onto your plate.
Don't forget to order the grand marnier
soufflé as a perfect end to the evening.

Gotham Bar and Grill
12 E. 12th St. (University Pl.)
212.620.4020

If you want a classically elegant dining experience, visit Gotham Bar and Grill. An
open dining room with elevated ceilings,
start with the ricotta tortellini to taste the
earthiness the broccoli rabe gives to the
dish. Round out the meal with the lighter
miso marinated black cod and share their
popular and rich Gotham chocolate cake. If
on a budget, their $35 Greenmarket Lunch
Pre Fixe menu is worth going for.

Gramercy Tavern
42 E. 20th St. (Park Ave.)
212.477.0777

The fiercely seasonal menu here can be
enjoyed through two options of dining: the
Tavern and the more formal Dining Room.
If you’re looking for a walk-in à la carte
experience, opt for the former. Start with the
Duck Liver Mousse with Pickled Vegetables
and Grilled Bread before tucking into the
Shrimp & Squash stew or the grilled lamb,
delicately plated alongside Sweet Potato and
Broccoli Rabe. If you’re looking to linger a
little longer, come for dinner in the Dining
Room and it’s fixed-price offering, three
courses for $98. Starts come in the form of
Beef Tartare, Kale & Cabbage Salad or one
of their pasta selections like the Squid Ink
Tagliatelle with Lobster, Swiss Chard and
Pimenton. The second course menu ranges
from the Striped Bass to the Lamb Loin, all
served with various preparations of vegetables and grains. Leave room for dessert as
their Gramercy Tavern Cookie Plate with
Milk is the perfect digestif.

The Lambs Club
132 W. 44th St. (Broadway)
212.997.5262
Upon entrance, The Lambs Club offers
a foxy, red leather furniture atmosphere
with jazz and low lights adding a touch
of sophistication. The Spanish Octopus a
la Plancha offers a mouth-watering, wellcooked seafood treat. The local Long Island
Duck Breast offers a crispy skin surrounding
a juicy duck breast that hosts a decadent
black truffle sauce.

The National
557 Lexington Ave. (50th St.)
212.715.2400

The National is a must visit for fans of the
Food Network's Iron Chef, Geoffrey Zakarian. The restaurant has an inviting and
comfy charm with its warm lights and clean,
dark wood decor. His new American style
food excels in its simplicity but still contains
small creative twists. Try the tender braised
lamb shank and a NTL mule drink with
fresh ginger to spice up your meal.

Pennsylvania 6
132 W. 31st St. (Fashion Ave.)
212.727.3666

A hidden gem amongst the hustle and bustle
of the Penn Station crowd, Pennsylvania 6
NYC is conveniently located for any meal.
They have an unlimited drinks and brunch
meal deal for $29 on the week- ends where
you can still order their popular Blue Crab
Mac & Cheese. Chunks of jumbo lump crab
and fontina cheese melt into each other in
the cast iron skillet. If coming for lunch or
dinner try the luscious and savory Tartufo
Pizza with taleggio, mushrooms, shaved
truffle and a fried egg on top.

Rainbow Room
30 Rockefeller Plaza
(50th St. & 6th Ave.)
212.632.5100

Arguably the best view in the city, Rainbow Room is now open for Sunday brunch
buffet and Monday night dinner with live
entertainment. It is a struggle to focus on
the food when your eyes are filled with the
sweeping landscape only a 65th floor view
can offer. That being said, the abundance
of food cannot be ignored, as the brunch
buffet holds a fantastic array of breads,
sushi, prime rib and more!

The Smith
1900 Broadway (64th St)
212.496.5700

This is the place to come for straightforward
food that satisfies. Whether it be brunch,
lunch or dinner, the menus are a selection
of farm fresh, familiar dishes. The daily
specials are reason enough to make a reservation, particularly on prime rib Thursdays.
Other options come from their full raw bar,
light bar snacks and starters to hearty main
courses and pasta entrees. Snag a spot at
one of their outdoor tables for the perfect
precursor to a show at Lincoln Center or
spot for a bite after cocktails atop the Empire Hotel.

ATTRACTIONS
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A Slice of Brooklyn Pizza Tour
145 Fourth Ave. (E. 14th St.)
917.678.9733
Only in Brooklyn would you start and end
a sightseeing tour with pizza. It couldn't
be more appropriate: from the Neapolitanstyle thin crust at Grimaldi's to the vastly
different Sicilian-style pies at L&B Spumoni
Gardens, Manhattan's kid-brother borough
is as diverse as its pizza offerings. This 4.5hour bus tour departs from Union Square
and includes landmarks like the Brooklyn
Bridge, Coney Island, and even the settings
of famous movies that were filmed in Kings
County. And, naturally, pizza: two slices and
a soda at both the beginning and the end.

Apollo Theater
253 W. 125th St.
(Frederick Douglass Blvd.)
212.531.5300

Grand Central

Before American Idol and Star Search, there
was Amateur Night at the Apollo, a raucous
talent contest that began in 1934 and
counted 15-year old Ella Fitzgerald among
its first winners. Since then, amateurs
and professionals alike have flocked to this
legendary stage. Today, the Apollo is a living
monument to the Harlem Renaissance and
a magnet for talent.

Barclays Center
620 Atlantic Ave. (Sixth Ave.)
917.618.6700
The Barclays Center is the crown jewel of
the New Brooklyn, bringing world-class
performers and major sports franchises back
to the borough. Cheer for the home teams
(the NBA’s Nets and the NHL’s Islanders),
catch an NCAA basketball game (the A10
Championship and NCAA March Madness
tournament are both held here), or take in
a concert. And, of course, the concessions
are on point – Brooklyn is serious about
its food. Try a Nathan’s Famous hot dog, a
Calexico fish taco, or Junior’s cheesecake.

Apollo Theater

N

ew York’s many fabulous attractions run the
gamut from fascinating fun (Ripley’s Believe
It or Not! Times Square) to biological beauty
(Brooklyn Botanic Garden). There is something
here for everyone: kids, adults, thrill seekers, and
nature lovers.
Of course, it’s impossible to see everything,
but with several sites clustered near each other,
it’s easy to take in a nice variety. For instance,
the thrilling Top of the Rock Observation Deck
at Rockefeller Center is just a stone’s throw from
the gorgeous Radio City Music Hall; neither is
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Rockefeller Center

far from Times Square, where you can visit the
aforementioned Ripley’s, Madam Tussauds, or the
amazing exhibits at Discovery. The perfect place
for a breather between these sensational sites is
Central Park, the city’s playground, itself a major
destination. As its name implies, the expansive
park is conveniently situated, with its lowest point
just north of midtown.
Go downtown for more great attractions like
the High Line and South Street Seaport, or be
adventurous and head out to another borough
(Brooklyn Bridge Park, BAM).

Brooklyn Brewery
79 N. 11th St. (Wythe Ave.)
718.486.7422
Not unlike the borough from which it
takes its name, the Brooklyn Brewery is
a collection of great eccentricity. In their
Williamsburg hops-house, James Beard
Award-winning brewmaster. Garrett Oliver,
has perfected their smooth Brooklyn Lager,
hoppy East IPA and roasty Brown Ale. Small
Batch Tours are offered Monday – Thursday
for a chance to pull back the curtain for a
behind the scenes look at one of the largest
and best-known craft breweries in the
United States.

Carnegie Hall
881 Seventh Ave. (57th St.)
212.247.7800

Flatiron Building
175 Fifth Ave. (E. 23rd St.)
212.832.4040

An old musicians' joke goes, "How do you
get to Carnegie Hall?" "Practice, practice,
practice!" ...or just take the F train to 59th
Street. Either way, you'll ultimately arrive
at Andrew Carnegie's vision: a grand music
hall for New Yorkers, where world-class
talent has performed for the citizens of the
city for well over a century. The year-round
performance schedule includes something
for just about everyone, from solo sopranos
to soaring symphonies to sing-songwriters
(James Taylor recently appeared as an artist
in residence).

Architecture critics protested the Flatiron
Building’s slice-of-pie design, arguing that a
stiff wind would bring it crashing down, but
in the more than 100 years since, visitors
from around the world have come to love the
building, famous for its street-level prow
(check out the rotating art exhibits there)
and stunning placement at the corner of
Madison Square Park. Tours are not offered,
but you’ll wow your friends if you mention
the water-powered elevators, which were
still in use – and malfunctioned, soaking
some workers! – as recently as 1998.

Chrysler Building
405 Lexington Ave. (E. 42nd St.)

Grand Central Terminal
89 E. 42nd St. (Lexington Ave.)

The Chrysler Building is a sentimental
favorite of many New Yorkers, and it’s not
hard to see why: it’s a gem on the skyline,
an unmistakable crown glimmering nightly
over Gotham. Tours are verboten, but take
a stroll through the lobby, open to visitors
during business hours. Step lightly on the
Siena marble floors while you gaze up at the
Edward Trumbull ceiling mural, “Transport
and Human Endeavor.” As you leave, look
up, and you’ll know at once why Carrie
likened Mr. Big to the Chrysler Building:
both are utterly New York.

One of the busiest train stations in the
world, Grand Central is also one of the most
beautiful. From the 13-foot Tiffany clock
surrounded by classical statues on its façade
to the massive zodiac ceiling mural above
the main concourse, GCT is literally aweinspiring. Browse the various shops, grab a
snack at one of the many fast food spots on
the lower concourse, treat yourself to drinks
at the elegant Campbell Apartment lounge,
or dine at the famed Oyster Bar.

City Sightseeing Bus Tour
777 Eighth Ave. (47th St.)
212.445.0848
City Sightseeing’s hop-on, hop-off double
decker bus tours conveniently ferry you
along connected loops that offer prime
views of all of New York’s most famous
landmarks and attractions. Robust add-ons,
from guided tours in a choice of languages
to tickets to top attractions, such as Ellis
Island or the Empire State Building, make
City Sightseeing a one-stop shop that is
especially appealing to first-time visitors
hoping to see all of the major sites, as well
as returning travelers looking for a safe,
reliable way to traverse the city.

DUMBO (F Train to York St.)
Even if you’ve never set foot in DUMBO
(Down Under the Manhattan Bridge
Overpass), it’s bound to look familiar. The
iconic cobblestoned streets have been the
set for many a film, and with good reason:
few neighborhoods anywhere in New York
are more picturesque or more ripe for an
afternoon of wandering from gallery to café
to wine bar. Start with a spin on Jane’s
Carousel in Brooklyn Bridge Park, then let
your feet be your guide; there are no wrong
turns here, and plenty to explore.

Empire State Building
Observatory
338-350 Fifth Ave. (34th St.)
212.736.3100
As skyscrapers grow ever taller, observation
decks have sprung up all over the city. But
nothing compares to the towering original:
the Empire State Building. Since 1931,
visitors have marveled at the marblepaneled Art Deco lobby, giddily felt their ears
pop on the elevator ride up and gasped aloud
as they step out onto the 86th-floor open-air
observatory. The 360-degree views of Times
Square, Central Park, and New York Harbor
are unparalleled; nearly a century after it
was built, this remains the highest open-air
vantage point in the city.

The Highline
Gansevoort St. to West 34th St.
(10th and 12th Ave.)
212.206.9922
Amateur botanists and stargazers cross
paths with commuters on The Highline, a
mecca for New Yorkers and visitors alike.
Built atop an abandoned railway line, this
multi-hyphenate park / art installation
/ outdoor café / sightseeing terrace is all
things to all people: a surprisingly quiet
escape from the traffic just below; a
meandering garden path, complete with
seasonal plantings and custom pieces of
art; and a place to savor – either a glass of
wine or a new point of view on the sunset
over New York Harbor (or both).

Lincoln Center
10 Lincoln Center Plaza
(Columbus Ave.)
212.875.5456
Few spaces in the world boast the
performance pedigree of Lincoln Center,
home to the New York Philharmonic,
Metropolitan Opera, New York City Ballet,
and The Juilliard School – just to name a
few. Start your visit at the David Rubenstein
Atrium, a soaring public space with free
weekly performances, discounted tickets
to other Lincoln Center events, and a tour
and information desk. From there, explore
the legendary concert halls or grab a bite
at Lincoln or American Table Cafe and Bar.
And of course, don’t miss the iconic fountain.

MSG All Access
4 Pennsylvania Plaza (33rd St.)
212.465.6741
The All Access Tour at “The World’s Most
Famous Arena” goes beyond the famed arena
bowl, home to the Knicks and the Rangers
as well as some of the world’s most famous
concerts, to include behind-the-scenes peeks
at the Knicks’ and Rangers’ locker rooms, as
well as VIP suites and the sky-high Chase
Bridges that overlook the bowl. The tour
also includes a closer look at The Garden’s
new retrospective.

ATTRACTIONS
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Central Park Zoo
64th St. at Fifth Ave.
(Central Park)
212.439.6500
Hard-working carriage horses, wily city
squirrels and tough-squawking NYC pigeons
aren’t the only animals that call Central
Park home. The Central Park Zoo boasts
red pandas, snow leopards, an emerald
tree boa and even a brand-new pair of
grizzly bears, adorably named Betty and
Veronica. Visitors can watch daily penguin
and sea lion feedings, take a class on wildlife
photography and refuel with a snack at the
on-site Dancing Crane Café. Trivia: the
adjacent Children’s Zoo is home to the only
cow in Manhattan!

Dave & Busters
234 W. 42nd St. (Eighth Ave.)
646.495.2015
When the streets of New York are rainy,
chilly, or simply too crowded, Dave & Busters
is a perfect escape. This rambunctious,
adult-oriented funhouse is the arcade
your 13-year-old self always imagined:
every conceivable game, from skeeball and
billiards to Temple Run and Dizzy Chicken,
plus a craving-friendly menu of bar food
favorites and a cocktail list that includes
boozy snowcones. Load up your “player’s
card” with credits or have it all with an
affordable “Eat & Play Combo,” and forget
about the Times Square crowds at this yearround indoor carnival.

Discovery Times Square
226 W. 44th Street,
(Broadway and 8th Ave.)
866.987.9692
With a rotating line-up of museum-style
exhibitions that range from artifacts from
the lost city of Pompeii to in-depth analysis
of the science behind Marvel’s The Avengers,
Discovery Times Square (DTS) is a haven
for visitors looking to learn and play.
The on-site cupcake shop and café, plus
complimentary bag check for all guests,
make DTS a great way to spend a chilly or
rainy day in Midtown. Exhibitions change
frequently, with a strong focus on scientific
and historic collections, often presented in
fresh, engaging ways.

Jazz at Lincoln Center
3 Columbus Circle (60th St.)
212.258.9800
We like a cozy downtown jazz venue as much
as the next city slicker, but when it comes to
world-class music in the key of “swing,” we
head straight uptown to Wynton Marsalis’s
soaring vision: Jazz at Lincoln Center, a
multi-venue performance space dedicated
to making jazz accessible to everyone. Take
a class, offered at varying levels for all ages,
then take in a show; performances range
from a Sinatra centennial to previously
unperformed works written and conducted
by Marsalis himself.

Passion
AIRPLANE
TOURS

Madame Tussauds
234 W. 42nd St. (8th Ave.)
212.512.9600
Everybody wants to hang out with celebrities
and Madame Tussauds recognizes this
desire with its ever-growing assortment of
startlingly lifelike wax figures. You want to
meet the president? (Or several past ones?) No
problem. Are hot Hollywood stars more your
thing? Taylor Lautner and Robert Pattinson
both await you. Several of these figures, as
well as sports, music, and TV icons, are
part of fun interactive exhibits that really
let you get up close and personal. Prepare
to be starstruck.

Madison Square Garden
4 Pennsylvania Plaza
(33rd St. at Eighth Ave.)
212.465.6741
From the glossy boards of a basketball court
to the blinding lights of a rock concert, few
venues boast the versatility of the place that
New Yorkers know, simply, as “The Garden.”
MSG is home court to the Knicks, home ice to
the Rangers, and, in recent months, the site of
an ever-expanding concert series from proud
New Yorker Billy Joel, among other national
acts. A rarity among arenas, it’s centrally
located in midtown and easily accessible by
mass transit (Amtrak’s Penn Station is just
downstairs).

Radio City Music Hall
1260 Avenue of the Americas
(50th St.)
212.465.6741
Nicknamed “The Showplace of the Nation,”
this Art Deco gem boasts an instantly
recognizable outside marquee, a gorgeous,
landmarked interior, and, perhaps most
importantly, the equally iconic Rockettes, who
perform their high-kicking precision dance
routines each year during the Christmas and
Spring Spectaculars. Attend a performance
or take a behind-the-scenes tour to admire
the Great Stage with its massive Mighty
Wurlitzer pipe organ, and just soak up the
luxurious ambience of a bygone era in New
York.

Ripley's Believe It or Not!
234 W. 42nd St. (7th & 8th Aves.)
212.398.3133

BOOK YOUR PRIVATE FLIGHT TODAY!
Breathtaking bird’s eye views of New York City!
Flying over Hudson, East River & across Central Park
Day, Sunset & Night Flights 7 Days a Week

FROM

$99
PER PERSON

Transportation is available from any hotel in NYC

718.730.0718

www.PassionAirplaneTours.com
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The largest Ripley’s Museum attraction in
North America, this fascinating “odditorium”
boasts over 500 strange and amazing artifacts
plus interactive exhibits that will appeal to
the curious of all ages. Behold the world’s
largest collection of shrunken heads, navigate
a web of lasers in the Impossible LaseRace
or admire a vintage vampire killing kit;
there’s plenty of stuff here that will induce
both gasps and chuckles. Be sure to take an
exhilarating spin through the rotating vortex
tunnel appropriately named the Black Hole
on your way out.

SNL: The Exhibit
417 Fifth Avenue (37th & 38th Sts.)
646.979.4120
At "SNL: The Exhibition," fans are taken
through the seven-day process of preparing
the show, from developing scripts with writers
and producers, make-up to video shoots and
last-minute edits.

MUSEUMS

A RT
American Folk Art Museum
2 Lincoln Sq.
(Columbus Ave. at 66th St.)
212.595.9533

The premier institution devoted to the
creative expression of self-taught artists,
this museum holds more than 7,000 artworks dating from the 18th century to the
present. There is an astounding variety
of objects here, including paintings, drawings, textiles, ceramic objects, furniture,
and handmade items like carousel animals,
weathervanes, game boards, and shop signs.
Fans of renowned outsider artist Henry
Darger, rejoice. This place holds the largest
collection anywhere of his works, including
paintings, collages, drawings, manuscripts,
and other materials.

The Cloisters
99 Margaret Corbin Dr.
(Ft. Tryon Pk.)
212.923.3700

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

This northern outpost of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art is all about medieval art and
architecture, from gorgeous stained-glass
windows to its must-see collection of unicorn
tapestries. A stroll through the museum’s
atmospheric chapels, picturesque cloisters,
and enchanting herb gardens will instantly
conjure romantic images of medieval knights
and maidens. Be sure to explore the picturesque walkways of surrounding Fort Tryon
Park, a lovely setting for the intoxicating
experience of being transported to another
time and place.

Cooper Hewitt,
Smithsonian Design Museum
2 E. 91st St. (Fifth Ave.)
212.849.8400

American Museum of Natural History

N

The Whitney Museum

o other city in the U.S. – and few in the world
– can compete with New York when it comes
to number and diversity of museums. From
huge megastars like the Metropolitan Museum of
Art and American Museum of Natural History
to lesser known gems like the intimate Morgan
Library and Museum, the city truly has it all in
the arts and culture department.

York. Then work your way down “Museum Mile” to
the Jewish Museum, Cooper-Hewitt, Guggenheim,
and Met, all within walking distance of each other.
Another idea: spend a day downtown, visiting the
New Museum, National Museum of the American
Indian, and National September 11 Memorial and
Museum; or hop a train across the river to the
Brooklyn Museum.

A good place to start your museum-hopping
excursion might be upper Fifth Avenue, with visits
to the Latino-flavored Museo del Barrio and its
gracious neighbor, Museum of the City of New

Art and design, culture and history – they’re
all represented by exciting NYC institutions that
await your visit. Start planning your itinerary here.
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The only museum in the nation devoted
exclusively to historic and contemporary
design, Cooper Hewitt is home to a diverse
collection of objects spanning 30 centuries.
Situated in the visually imposing former
mansion of industrialist Andrew Carnegie,
the museum recently reopened after three
years’ renovation. Try out one of the fantastic new interactive features, like the Immersion Room, where you can select wallpaper
from the museum’s extensive collection and
project it onto the walls. Or just browse the
textiles, furniture, toys, jewelry, kitchen
appliances, or whatever strikes your fancy.

The Frick Collection
1 E. 70th St. (5th Ave.)
212.288.0700
This magnificent former residence of industrialist/arts patron Henry Clay Frick
is the perfect setting for his collection of
Old Master paintings, handsome sculptures
and exquisite furniture. With many of the
artworks arranged according to Frick’s original design, it’s easy to feel his presence in
the richly decorated rooms. The huge wall
murals and ornate furnishings of the fairytale perfect Fragonard Room will transport
you directly to 18th century France (before
peasants revolted against such gorgeous but
ruinous excess).

The Metropolitan
Museum of Art
1000 Fifth Ave. (82nd St.)
212.535.7710
With nearly two million artworks spanning
5,000 years, The Met is the largest art museum in the U.S., with a mind-bogglingly
extensive array of holdings, from Classical
Greek sculpture to contemporary photography. Check out one of the many special
exhibits or explore the museum’s vast collections of Ancient Egyptian art (and the
splendid Temple of Dendur); myriad rooms
of European paintings; African, Asian or
Islamic art; or the always gorgeous Costume
Institute offerings. Refuel at the relatively
inexpensive but impressively eclectic cafeteria on the ground floor.

Museum of American
Illustration
128 E. 63rd St.(Lexington Ave.)
212.838.2560

In 1901 the Society of Illustrators was
founded “… to promote generally the art
of illustration and to hold exhibitions from
time to time.” Since 1939 the Society has
been housed in this graceful, five-story townhouse, where the lower levels eventually
became the museum it is today. In addition
to special exhibits ranging from alternative
comics to children’s book illustration, there’s
a permanent collection boasting nearly 2,000
works by the greatest names in the field.
Fledgling illustrators are welcome to hone
their skills at twice-weekly “sketch nights.”

Museum of Arts and Design
2 Columbus Cir. (58th St.)
212.299.7777

A celebration of historic and contemporary
innovation in art, craft, and design, MAD
is conveniently located at the southwest
corner of Central Park. The museum’s new
(2008) spacious home boasts 54,000 square
feet of galleries displaying a dazzling array
of objects, including over 100 colorful quilts
from 17 countries; metal work from teapots
to incense burners; and beautiful wooden
pieces including Frank Gehry’s curvy Power
Play Armchair and other innovative examples of furniture. Jewelry lovers, take note:
MAD is the only American museum with a
gallery dedicated to contemporary jewelry.

Museum of Modern Art
11 W. 53rd St. (5th & 6th Ave.)
212.708.9400

Considered by many the most influential
modern art museum in the world, MoMA has
been on the cutting edge of the field since its
founding in 1929. It’s impossible not to be
delighted by something here, whether it be
a Jackson Pollock from the permanent collection or one of the special exhibits, which
range from blockbuster retrospectives of
major artists to collections by avant-garde
photographers. Don’t forget to pay a visit
to Van Gogh’s hauntingly beautiful The
Starry Night, an unfailingly soul-stirring
experience.

New Museum
235 Bowery (Stanton St.)
212.219.1222
From its sleek, white, stacked-box architecture to the cutting-edge exhibits within, the
New Museum is all about the thrill of (what
else?) the new, or at least, the very recent.
One of the few institutions in the world
exclusively devoted to contemporary art,
the New Museum offers adventurous shows
such as the recurring Triennial, devoted to
emerging artists from around the world.
With exhibits ranging from dance-for-camera works to surveys of multimedia artists
such as Chris Burden to experimental sound
experiences, this place is always buzzing
with something extraordinary.

Neue Galerie
1048 Fifth Ave. (86th St.)
212.628.6200
Housed in a distinguished Beaux-Arts style
mansion designed by New York Public Library architects Carrère & Hastings, the
Neue Galerie is devoted to early 20th century German and Austrian art and design.
It’s easy to feel the spirit of 1920s Vienna,
not just embodied in the works by masters
such as Schiele, Kandinsky, Klee, and Klimt
(whose famed Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer
I resides here), but in two cozy cafes serving
up authentic specialties including strudel
and Linzertorte. Wunderbar!

Rubin Museum of Art
150 W. 17th St (Seventh Ave.)
212.620.5000
A lovely gem of a space devoted to the art and
cultures of the Himalayas, India, and nearby
regions, the Rubin is one of New York’s more
engaging museums. With special exhibits
ranging from ancient artworks to modern
multi-media projects, and a permanent collection focused on myriad forms of Tibetan
art, the Rubin is a treasure trove of works
you probably won’t see anywhere else.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
1071 5th Ave. (89th St.)
212.423.3500
The Frank Lloyd Wright-designed Guggenheim is as renowned for its distinctive
cylindrical shape as for its Impressionist,
Post-Impressionist, Modern and contemporary art collections. Immerse yourself
in an intimate special exhibit in one of the
museum’s galleries, or wander up (or down)
the airy, spiraling rotunda and take in one
of its carefully curated larger shows. Built
to be “a temple of spirit” per co-founder
Hilla Rebay, this is a place where art and
architecture merge into something truly
extraordinary.

Whitney Museum
99 Gansevoort St.
(Washington & 10th Sts.)
212.570.3600
The Whitney, New York’s beloved institution
devoted to art of the U.S., has just re-opened
in its brand new, Renzo Piano-designed
space located in the hip Meatpacking District. Inaugural exhibit America Is Hard to
See is an unprecedented selection of works
from the Whitney’s permanent collection,
comprising approximately 650 pieces by
some 400 artists, with rarely shown pieces
side-by-side with familiar icons by Hopper,
O’Keeffe, and Calder, among others.

MUSEUMS
CULTU RA L
American Museum of
Natural History
Central Park West (79th St.)
212.769.5100

One of the most celebrated museums on
earth, the AMNH has 45 permanent exhibit
halls housing myriad human, animal, plant,
fossil, and rock specimens, in addition to the
renowned Rose Center for Earth and Space.
Don’t miss the amazing array of dinosaur
skeletons in the Fossil Halls, the Millstein
Hall of Ocean Life’s great squid vs. whale
combat diorama, or the towering display of
eight “alarmed” elephants in the Akeley Hall
of African Mammals. Night at the Museum
fans can recreate their favorite scenes with
a self-guided tour of exhibits featured in
the movies.

The Anne Frank Center USA
44 Park Pl. (Church St.)
212.431.7993

A partner to the famed Anne Frank House
in Amsterdam, NYC’s Anne Frank Center
was started by Anne’s father Otto Frank
as the Anne Frank Foundation in 1959.
Using the diary and spirit of its namesake,
the center’s mission is to educate about
the dangers of intolerance, antisemitism,
racism, and discrimination, and to inspire
a world built on equal rights and respect.
This unique, contemplative space includes
an interactive exhibit telling Anne’s story
via diary excerpts, stories, and images of her
family and those who hid with her.

Intrepid Sea, Air &
Space Museum
Pier 86
(West 46th St. and 12th Ave.)
212.245.0072

Located on and around the decommissioned
aircraft carrier USS Intrepid, this museum
is a must for military and maritime history buffs. But even those who don’t know a
Bell helicopter from a Sikorsky will be impressed by the diverse assortment of historic
aircraft, plus the opportunity to ogle the
space shuttle Enterprise up close, explore
the guided missile submarine Growler, or
experience the luxurious interior of a British
Airways Concorde. Truly intrepid visitors
can get their thrills aboard state-of-the-art
flight simulators.

Jewish Museum
1109 Fifth Ave. (92nd St.)
212.423.3200

Located in the lovely Felix M. Warburg
House, a former mansion on New York’s
famed Museum Mile, the Jewish Museum
houses 30,000 works of art and cultural
artifacts reflecting the global Jewish experience. Its excellent special exhibits are as
acclaimed as those of larger art museums,
while its permanent collection includes
international treasures from ancient to
modern times. Archaeological artifacts, ceremonial art, old and contemporary paintings,
beautiful and unusual menorahs; these are
just some of the wondrous things to behold
here, for art aficionados of all cultures.
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Lower East Side Tenement
Museum
97 Orchard St. (Delancey St.)
212.431.0233

This typical five-story brick tenement building, like many in the neighborhood, was
home to approximately 7,000 working-class
people, from more than 20 countries, between 1863 and 1935. Unlike its renovated
neighbors, however, 97 Orchard preserves
and interprets the history of the city’s immigration through guided tours of apartments
representing different time periods. Amid
the dim lighting, recreated furnishings, and
appropriately garbed actors playing former
tenants, it’s not hard to imagine a bygone
neighborhood and the lives of those who
gave up everything to settle here.

The Morgan Library & Museum
225 Madison Ave. (36th St.)
212.685.0008
This striking complex of buildings originated
with the 1906 palazzo-like private library of
financier John Pierpont Morgan, and was
recently completed with Renzo Piano’s modernistic renovation and expansion. Check
out one or more of the Morgan’s excellent
exhibits of illuminated, literary and historical manuscripts, books, drawings and prints.
But don’t miss the Charles McKim-designed
library itself, recently restored to its original
grandeur. The awesomely ornate East Room
with its three-story high inlaid walnut bookshelves and Mr. Morgan’s richly appointed
study with its decadent red silk walls are
equally swoon-worthy.

The Museum at FIT
227 W. 27th St. (Seventh Ave.)
212.217.4558

This clean, airy space, which bills itself
quite reasonably as “the most fashionable
museum in New York City,” is the public
face of the most celebrated school of design
studies in the U.S. With one gallery devoted
to items from a permanent collection of
50,000 garments and accessories dating
from the 18th century to present, another to
innovative special exhibits, and yet another
holding student and faculty shows, this is a
must-visit for anyone with even a passing interest in the history and industry of clothing.

Museum of the City of New York
1220 Fifth Ave. (103rd St.)
212.534.1672

An institution that celebrates the history,
art and culture of New York and its people,
MCNY is well worth a trip to the northern
end of Museum Mile, and not just because
it’s across the street from Central Park’s
lovely Conservatory Gardens. Go for its
consistently remarkable special exhibits
or permanent displays that include extravagant costumes and decorative objects from
the city’s Gilded Age and an exploration
of NYC’s social activism. Be sure to check
out the elaborate Stettheimer Dollhouse
featuring tiny paintings made by 1920s
avant-garde artists.

New York City Fire Museum
278 Spring St. (Hudson St.)
212.691.1303
Honoring “The Bravest,” from New York’s
storied firefighting past to the 343 who made
the ultimate sacrifice to protect their fellow
New Yorkers on September 11, 2001, the
New York City Fire Museum is a treasure
trove of historic artifacts and contemporary
educational programs. Children, in particular, are fascinated by the collection of
old-fashioned and contemporary firetrucks,
while interactive fire safety demonstrations,
led by real FDNY firefighters, captivate and
educate, including a simulated escape from
a smoke-filled apartment and authentic
gear for visitors to try on. Attracting 40,000
visitors a year from all over the world, this is
an experience that exemplifies NYC’s most
dedicated heroes.

The Temple of Dendur in The Sackler Wing.
Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Photo: AMNH/D. Finnin

New York Historical Society
170 Central Park West (77th St.)
212.873.3400

Founded in 1804, the New-York Historical Society (N-YHS) collects and protects
the city’s history. As the oldest museum
in NYC (predating the Met by nearly 70
years), N-YHS chronicles the city’s past and
present, with much of their 40,000-object
collection in full view and accessible via
contemporary touch screens and interactive
exhibits. Expect Tiffany lamps and Audobon watercolors alongside Revolutionary
War-era portraits, Civil War letters, and
newspapers and artifacts preserved from
9/11. N-YHS is also home to Caffè Storico, a
gleaming Italian restaurant from renowned
restaurateur Stephen Starr.

New York Transit Museum
Boerum Pl. (Schermerhorn St.)
718.694.1600

Appropriately situated in a decommissioned
subway station, the Transit Museum is one
of the city’s most extraordinary destinations.
The sprawling space houses a vast array
of historical artifacts relating to the city’s
trains, buses, bridges, and tunnels, including old maps, turnstiles, token booths, and
countless other items. Hop aboard vintage
subway cars of various eras (complete with
period-appropriate ads) for a taste of bygone
commuter travel or slide into the driver’s
seat of a city bus and imagine steering that
baby down Broadway. You will be (yep)
transported.

The Paley Center for Media
25 W. 52nd St. (Sixth Ave.)
212.621.6600
Formerly known as the Museum of Television & Radio and the Museum of Broadcasting, the Paley Center believes that television and radio shows are artifacts worthy of
preservation, and we couldn’t agree more!
Close to 160,000 TV shows, commercials,
and radio programs are available in the
Center's library for visitors to experience
at individual consoles. From The Honeymooners to Breaking Bad, the 1984 Super
Bowl commercial introducing the Macintosh
computer to Olympics highlights, there’s a
ton to choose from. Prepare to spend a nice
chunk of time here.

SAVE 40%

6 ADMISSION TICKETS
BUY AT THESE ATTRACTIONS
Empire State Building Experience
American Museum of Natural History
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Top of The Rock® Observation Deck
Guggenheim Museum

YOUR TICKET TO

THE TRIP OF
YOUR DREAMS

IN THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS
Take your time, and take it all in. Experience the best attractions
New York City has to offer, handpicked and wrapped up for you
in an easy-to-use ticket booklet — all at a huge savings.

Statue of Liberty & Ellis Island
Circle Line Sightseeing Cruises
9/11 Memorial & Museum
Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum
Program subject to change.

SKIP MOST TICKET LINES
97% RECOMMEND CityPASS
VALID 9 DAYS

Iconic Spots.
Significant Savings.
One Amazing Experience.
citypass.com

SHOPPING

D EPA RTM ENT STORES
Barney’s
660 Madison Ave. (61st St.)
212.826.8900
Barneys is one of the few multi-story stores
that seek out the avant garde. They carry the
experimental greats like Junya Watanabe
and his master Rei Kawakubo’s Comme des
Garçons, the dark comfort of Rick Owens,
the breezy goddess in Nili Lotan, the genius
of Yohji Yamamoto and Issey Miyake, and
the evening body grace of Azzedine Alaïa.
This brilliance and more comes at quite a
cool coin, but these designs are intelligently
worth it. Meanwhile, the 8th floor is your go
to for top jeans and a more relaxed attitude.

Bergdorf Goodman
745 Fifth Ave. (58th St.)
800.588.1855

H&M

Bergdorf Goodman is dripping in glamour.
From the late greats Alexander McQueen
and Oscar de la Renta to Givenchy, Lanvin,
Tom Ford, Balenciaga, and Valentino, the
runway comes to life within these longstanding walls. They spotlight new couture, á la
the inimitable nightlife goddess designer
Domonique Echeverria. Ever crisp and
chic, Bergdorf’s serves head to toe, balancing of the moment's trends with enduring
style. 5F Contemporary, fittingly on the
5th floor, is where you’ll find easy-to-wear
statement pieces with an ever so slightly
gentler price tag.

Bloomingdale’s
1000 Third Ave. (59th St.)
212.705.2000

Inside one of the world’s foremost fashion
meccas, you’ll find internationally iconic
staples from brands like Burberry, Diane
Von Furstenburg, Theory, Ralph Lauren,
and beyond alongside the “It” bags from
the new powerhouses of Rebecca Minkoff,
Foley + Corinna, and Botkier. Each level
is decadently dedicated to the finest in cosmetics, on-point shoes, tailored yet totally
relaxed menswear, dazzling eveningwear,
out-to-brunch looks, office must-haves, and
everything in between.

Fendi

Tiffany & Co.

W

on Fifth Avenue (where neighbors include Versace,
Armani, and Dior). Vintage lovers, too, flock to the
tucked-away gems of Greenwich Village, where
yesteryear’s finest frocks await new life.

Speaking of, no designer worth his or her catwalk
would be caught dead without a New York outpost,
and many have established their flagships right here

Whether you’re in the market for the season’s
latest look or just want to feast your eyes on the
hand-stitched gowns that walked the runway during
fashion week (held annually in Midtown’s iconic
Bryant Park), it’s safe to say that New York is a
shopper’s paradise. Here, some of our fashionforward locals’ favorite places to give your credit
card a friction burn.

hen it comes to world-class shopping,
no place compares with New York. The
quality and diversity of boutiques and
brands here is second to none: intimate pop-up
shops in SoHo bring so-hot-right-now trends to
the downtown streets while standard-bearing
department stores, including Bloomingdale’s and
Saks Fifth Avenue, beg shoppers to linger over their
runway-ready displays and one-of-a-kind designs.
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Henri Bendel
712 Fifth Ave. (55th & 56th Sts.)
212.247.1100

THE place to shop for beyond the norm
accessories is this four-story, 35,000 square
foot cornucopia of locally designed adornments. It’s one of those stores you can peruse
for hours and see something new every time
you blink. Uniquely useful and refreshingly
different bags line Bendels with a selection you simply won’t find at nationwide
department stores. The curation is tight,
but since it’s all accessories, shoppers of
all shapes and sizes can find those key new
pieces. Perfect for that quintessentially New
York gift, too.

Lord & Taylor
424 Fifth Ave. (38th & 39th Sts.)
New York, NY
212.391.3344

A few short years ago, Lord & Taylor unveiled its NYC flagship facelift with a bevvy
of stilt-walking beauties and celebrity sightings. The uplifted department store has kept
its stature high while catering to many levels
of the fashion lover. Shoppers of all sizes
are sure to score a snazzy something new.

Macy’s
151 West 34th St. (7th Ave.)
212.695.4400

Dior
21 E. 57th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.931.2950

As “the world’s largest department store,”
Macy’s Herald Square is a sprawling 11-level, 2-million-square-foot shopping mecca
that is home to near-endless fashions for
men, women, children, and the home, as
well as five different quick- and full-service restaurants; a shoe floor that occupies
one entire story and is known among the
city’s would-be Carrie Bradshaws, simply,
as “paradise;” spectacular seasonal floral
displays throughout the year; a cosmetics
department that puts even the grandest
Sephora to shame; and – yes, Virginia –
around Christmastime, one very well-known
Santa Claus.

Christian Dior is a brand that says power.
Dior owns luxury; it even owns LVMH. Mist
your body in the delectable essence of Dior
Addict, just one of its countless of sensuous
perfumes, and you are winking to the world
that you too, own everything. New creative
director Raf Simons breathes new life into
the New Look, the silhouette Dior popularized after WWII to bring women out of
workwear, into a more hourglass figure with
a fabric rich skirt. With patterns like paint
oozing about a palette, peeking through
clear coats, and pleated striped skirts hugging the waist under solid crop tops, the
upcoming collection is a sartorial triumph.

Saks Fifth Avenue
611 Fifth Avenue (50th St.)
212.753.4000

Fendi
598 Madison Ave. (57th St.)
212.897.2244

In its more than 90 year history, Saks Fifth
Avenue has become a byword for taste an
elegance. Their NYC flagship opened in
1924 and has remained a stalwart destination for high fashion finds for both men
and women since. Housing collections from
mainstays to more of the moment designers,
it's nearly impossible to not find what you're
looking for. Ladies will be impressed with
the seemingly endless options of gorgeous
gowns from the traditional styles provided
by Halston Heritage to edgier selections
offered by Alexander McQueen. Not to be
outdone by their women, gentleman can
plus their suit selection with a silk pocket
square or a pair of Crocodile Captoe Derby
shoes from Mezlan.

LUXURY
Armani
717 Fifth Ave. (56th St.)
212.207.1902
Giorgio Armani’s fashion empire is built
upon super sleek suiting and unending
elegance, and this four-story flagship is a
step into the iconic brand with access points
for every shopper. All under one roof, you’ll
find A|X, Emporio Armani, Armani jeans,
swimwear, cosmetics, as well the legendary
Armani suits and Armani Privé eveningwear. As you rise through the fantastically
futuristic space-way stairwells, so too will
price and quality into to the finer heights of
Armani. If you just want a taste, try their
in-house Armani Ristorante.

Chanel
15 E. 57th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.355.5050

Few fashion houses are as famed for their
scents as for their style. But when Marilyn
Monroe coyly answered a prying reporter’s
“What do you wear to bed?” with “Just a
few drops of No. 5,” she turned the key in
Chanel’s lock on glamour. Since then, few
boldfaced names have resisted the siren
song of Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel’s little black
dresses and tweed suits; join them at the
brand’s lavish Fifth Avenue flagship and
browse Karl Lagerfeld’s latest ready-to-wear
collection, alongside sunglasses, jewelry, and
of course, fragrances.

The interlocking F’s forge forward on the
inside, lining leather bags that leap for
luxury. Fashion’s favorite bag carry long
and slim into the arms of the classic luxe
lady. With each wall a different texture, the
store will draw you up deep mahogany stairs
into a world of fur and cocktail dresses. Stay
downstairs for sunglasses, fragrances, silk
scarves, and wallets, in addition to all of
their most popular purses.

Gucci
725 Fifth Ave. (E. 56th St.)
212.826.2600

For made-to-measure, made-to-order, and
ready-to-wear fashion, few destinations in
the world can rival Gucci’s New York flagship, the brand’s largest store worldwide.
The 46,000 square-foot boutique is home to
three floors’ worth of artful clothing and accessories, and the free-standing fine jewelry
shop on the top floor is literally the crown
jewel atop this palatial temple to high fashion. Style mavens relish the comprehensive
offerings and complement their outfits with
accessories and shoes, all available on site.

Hugo Boss
401 W. 14th St. (9th Ave.)
646.336.8170

In the Meatpacking district, you’ll find the
iconic Hugo Boss, with suits so sharp they
nearly cut. Men who have arrived and live
lavishly strong find solace in a classically
tailored Italian 3-piece Boss. Dress the kids
up as mini moguls in tailored suits for tots,
while also shopping perfectly business RTW
for powerful women. Hop further downtown
to BOSS by Hugo Boss to find the look at a
slightly lower price point and more relaxed
aesthetic.

Prada
724 Fifth Ave. (56th & 57th Sts.)
212.664.0010

Miuccia Prada is the mistress of everlasting cheekiness. Between roaring out on the
runway in hot rod heels, to giving nylon a
place in It Bag history, this Italian powerhouse glows bright in its NY flagships. Bags,
shoes and sunglasses galore complement the
scores of hard-to-find Prada runway readyto-wear. For a more discreet shopping than
the dazzling displays of the 5th Ave and
Soho locations, experience the intimacy of
the Madison Ave shop.

SHOPPING
Salvatore Ferragamo
655 Fifth Ave. (E 52nd St.)
212.759.3822

Shoemaker to the stars, Salvatore Ferragamo traveled from Italy to Hollywood and
back again in the first half of the 20th century, establishing one of the world’s most iconic
footwear brands along the way. Since 1948,
New Yorkers have proudly shopped at their
own Ferragamo flagship store, originally on
Park Ave. and now right at home on Fifth,
where the brand's distinctive hand-crafted
shoes are joined by silk scarves, hand-tooled
leather goods, and dazzling fine jewelry:
a little bella vitain the heart of midtown.

Versace
647 Fifth Ave. (52nd St.)
212.317.0224

Rev up the va va voom and venture into
Versace. The sexy goddess within will slip
on a thigh high slit, dive down a plunging
neckline and rock a dress as loud as her
thoroughly charming personality. From
spritely bright prints to 50 shades of black,
the masterful silhouettes are anything but
subdued. The Versace lifestyle comes to life
in a full spectrum of gold leaf bags, stilettos,
suits, sunglasses, full boudoir home sets,
and we’ll leave the rest to your imagination.

Yves Saint Laurent
3 W. 57th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.980.2970
The relaxed glamour that Yves Saint Laurent brought to the forefront in the ‘70s has
endured beyond the drop of the first name
in the brand’s recent revamp. With Hedi
Slimane at the helm, we’re seeing suits that
hug and slim a man’s body, and a slouchy
cool look for women. The YSL shoe game is
ridiculously on point, tall and unnervingly
chic. The leather goods and sunglasses will
give anyone insta-glam.

JEWELRY & WATCH ES
Bulgari
730 Fifth Ave. (58th St.)
212.315.9000
The iconic BVLGARI imprint leaves a lasting spell on diamonds, stacking jewels upon
one another in fine craftsmanship. Their
collaboration with Octo Finissimo to create
the thinnest tourbillon watch in the world is
a symbol that tells you know more than the
time. This diamond institution since 1884 is
a double story testament to the forever-ness
of the prismatic stone. Find their finest
fragrances among a shining sea of watches
and jewelry.

Cartier
767 Fifth Avenue (59th St.)
212.457.3203
If diamonds are a girl’s best friend, then you
and Cartier already have a lasting bond.
Whether in search for a glistening ring that
says “I Do” or a bangle that promises love
with a twist and a lock, Cartier has been
a gift of lovers since the 1800s. With their
symbol, the tiger, they prowl high street on
the watch with absolutely decadent windows
and some of the finest watches on the planet.
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Martinique Jewelers
750 Seventh Ave. (W. 49th St.)
212.262.7600
Be dazzled by the unparalleled selection
of Pandora, Thomas Sabo, Alex and Ani,
and other top “charmers” at Martinique,
home to New York’s largest selection of
Pandora charms. Operating since 1963,
this third-generation family business is an
oasis of personal service in the retail jungle
surrounding Times Square. Their inventory
ranges from Swarovski gifts to engagement
rings and wedding bands, so whatever New
York keepsake is on your list, they’re sure to
meet your needs. Better still, they’re open
from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m. Monday through
Saturday, so you can shop before or after
you see the sights.

Tiffany & Co.
727 Fifth Ave. (56th & 57th Sts.)
212.755.8000

While there are countless places we could
recommend to for breakfast (see the dining
section), there is simply no place else you can
find true Tiffany & Co. jewelry. The longstanding tradition of the wild excitement a
little blue box brings is unmatched. You’ll
find the designs that have stood the test of
time, the Elsa Peretti open hearts, the engraved chain bracelets, the iconic X’s and O’s
all shine in sterling silver and gold around
bountiful diamonds that set love in stone.

Pandora
1284 Broadway (33rd St.)
212.643.9760

Simply charming, Pandora Jewelry is the
perfect way to commemorate any occasion,
big or small. Whether looking for a sophisticated memento to celebrate your time in
The Big Apple or a gift for a special occasion,
Pandora's collection of sterling silver, 14K
gold, and two-tone charms always gives you
something to remember the moments that
matter. Also located at 494 Broadway and
412 W. Broadway.

Victorinox Swiss Army
99 Wooster St. (Spring St.)
212.431.4950

This outstanding, ultra chic spot bodes the
very best in essential products to prepare
you for life's most magnificent journeys.
Take your pick from their fine selection of
timepieces, cutlery, travel gear, fashion, fragrances, and of course, Swiss Army Knives.

William Barthman
176 Broadway
(Maiden & John Sts.)
212.732.0890
An institution in New York since 1884,
this jeweler has watches and jewelry that
shimmer from the finest designers in the
world. Serving Michele, Cartier, Breitling,
Alexis Bittar, Dior, Bvlgari, and so many
more, this gem of a shop caters to men and
women who desire the finer shinier things
in life. The quality is unparalleled and the
selection is vast. From hi-tech watches to
high karat counted gold, this store speaks
to the inner diva.

A PPA REL &
ACCESSORIES
Brookfield Place
230 Vesey St.
212.978.1698
This modern Manhattan mall’s opening was
a highly anticipated one, breathing new life
into the downtown shopping scene. Featuring a specially curated collection of luxury
and contemporary retail, Brookfield Place is
where you go to find the perfect outfit for or
accent piece for any and all occasions. Men’s
suiting needs are met by the luxury American tailored options at Hickey Freeman
while Gucci is your go-to for that perfectly
supple rich brown belt to complete the look.
Women’s fashion here runs the gamut, be
it embracing the ever growing athleisure
trend at Lululemon or scouring the racks at
Saks Fifth Avenue looking for something a
little less comfortable but a whole lot more
crush-worthy for a night out.

Desigual
358 Fifth Ave. (34th St.)
212.239.0060

Pattern mashing and wild color play are at
the forefront of this Spanish brand. Many
of their printed tops and dresses hit the under $100 mark while serving mucho gusto.
You can shop their exclusive collaboration
with the venerable Christian Lacroix while
nabbing that pair of patchwork combat boots
you didn’t even know you needed. There’s
plenty of brightness from through every
level of accessory and clothing to go around
for men, women, children and your home.

H&M Times Square
1472 Broadway (W. 42nd St.)
855.466.7467

As the largest store in Swedish retail giant
H&M’s global empire, this Times Square
behemoth debuted in grand fashion in late
2014: with an exclusive on-site concert from
Lady Gaga. Since then, millions of shoppers have visited the 42,000 square-foot
megastore, browsing the comprehensive
collections of on-trend “fast fashion” and
quality wardrobe staples. Having trouble
finding the store? Look for the massive illuminated H&M logo, which glows nightly atop
4 Times Square at the famed intersection
of Broadway and 42nd Streets.

Joe Fresh
110 Fifth Ave. (16th St.)
212.366.0960
This Canadian fast fashion haven turns out
toned down classics in all the new shapes
you crave. The prices are unbelievable,
like a motorcycle jacket for $69, and $20
slouchy sweaters. Stock up on basics while
also catching the easy to follow trends. Shop
office wear abounds from camis to cardis
to light printed scarves to shoes, while also
nabbing the weekend tees. Their hat game
is on point right now, with wide brim straw
hats a la Pharrell for just $14!

Longchamp
713 Madison Ave. (63rd St.)
212.223.1500
A longtime champion of the collapsible tote,
this French institution serves up their signature leather strapped style in every size
and color under the sun. Beyond the bag
that made them famous, their new prismatic
purses, luggage, shoes and ready-to-wear
all carry the distinct chic that longs to live
aboard yachts and private jets.

SHOPPING
A PPA REL &
ACCESSORIES c o n t .
Marmi Shoes
519 Madison Ave. (E. 54th St.)
212.751.3100
There are several reasons to buy shoes while
on vacation. Perhaps you’re looking for a
stylish souvenir of your trip to New York;
alternately, maybe you weren’t planning to
walk so much and your dogs, as they say,
are barking. Either way, strut or shuffle
over to Marmi and consider your problem
solved: this haven for stylish footwear also
boasts a strong emphasis on comfort, with
women’s sizes from 4 to 13 and widths from
slim to wide. You’ll be wiggling your toes in
comfort and style in no time.

Polo Ralph Lauren
711 Fifth Ave. (E. 55th St.)
646.774.3900

SPECI A LTY & TH EM E
NHL Powered by Reebok Store
1185 Sixth Ave. (W. 47th St.)
212.221.6375

The world’s only NHL store is, as you might
expect, home to a lot of exclusives: exclusive
player appearances and photo ops with THE
Stanley Cup, the world’s largest composite
stick sculpture (words simply do not do it
justice!), and even a themed Starbucks.
High-def screens project the day’s games
in real time; even more engaging are the live
broadcasts of “NHL Live” and “NHL Hour
with Commissioner Gary Bettman,” which
are filmed in the on-site studio.

Carlo’s Bakery
625 Eighth Ave. (W. 42nd St.)
646.590.3783

Get decked out in every color and size Polo
under the sun, and don your collar as you
wish. There is a world beyond the iconic
tee that elicits an equestrian lifestyle, and
it is sewn up in the rustic Americana that
permeates the Ralph Lauren vision. Find
a touch of vintage amongst their extensive
selection of clothing for men, women and
children. This store will also satisfy your
made-to-measure needs.

Steps from Times Square, shoppers can
satisfy a sweet tooth at Carlo’s, an off- shoot
of the New Jersey original that is owned and
operated by the cast of TLC’s hit sow Cake
Boss. Star Bartolo “Buddy” Valastro, Jr. is
often on site, decorating the gorgeous and
delicious confections that made his family’s bakery among the most famous in the
country, and the shop sells everything from
grab-and-go goodies to elegant, multi-tiered
custom cakes, baked to order in eye-popping
colors and mouth- watering flavors.

Top Shop
478 Broadway (Broome St.)
212.966.9555

Crocs
152 W. 34th St. (7th Ave.)
212.695.4090

Fast fashion out of Great Britain feels even
more high street, with lusciously new styles,
on the fringe fashion and price tags hovering
squarely above and below a solid Benjamin.
The army of designers that fuel the fast powerhouse is in touch with the pulse of the cool
kids, hitting the nuances that make fashion
bloggers go wild. Top Man, the male counterpart, is relatively gender fluid, catering
to the fashion forward set. Every time you
step foot in this store, you’ll see a brand new
set of clothes; the rotation is swift.

Zara
666 Fifth Ave. (52nd St.)
212.765.0477

The fastest of the fast-fashion stores whip
their styles from sketch to shelf in an astonishing two weeks! That means they’re
serving the absolute freshest, chalked from
the runway, spotted from street style, ahead
of the trend every second. You’ll literally
find every style under the sun as this store
churns over 50 collections per year in a mad
(and successful) attempt to know what you
want the moment before you want it, and
deliver it to you for a reasonable price.

Zero Halliburton
300 Madison Ave. (E. 42nd St.)
646.640.3600

Built from heat-tempered, aircraft-grade
aluminum, Zero Halliburton’s cases have
been trusted to carry everything from
Apollo mission moon rocks to Academy
Awards. Their proprietary luggage collection is virtually indestructible yet feather
light – making it a perfect choice to
upgrade your luggage while in New York.

Footwear phenom Crocs established a flagship store in Herald Square in 2014, attracting their wildly devoted fans with a vibrant
green exterior and a mural of the Statue
of Liberty fashioned entirely out of their
signature brightly colored clogs in- side.
The multi-floor megastore is home to all of
the company’s various lines, including their
poised-for-a-comeback classic clogs, plus
special children’s footwear and a dizzying assortment of Jibbitz, the colorful charms that
avid devotees clip into the clogs’ signature
holes for decoration – and personal style.

Disney Store Times Square
1540 Broadway (45th St.)
212.626.2910

Immerse yourself in a world that has been
fueling the imaginations of both children
and adults for nearly a century. Home to
the widest selection of authentic Disney
merchandise, the iconic Disney Store in
Times Square is also the largest in North
America, a multi-floor majestic wonderland
packed with toys, clothes, and collectables
that bring Disney’s unforgettable stories and
characters to life. You’ll find generations of
your favorite Disney characters dispersed
throughout, ranging from Mickey Mouse,
the Disney Princesses, Fairies, and Buzz
Lightyear to Wall-E, Elsa from Frozen,
and many more! Pick up some exclusive
New York themed items and don’t leave
empty handed!

NBA Store
590 Fifth Ave. (48th St.)
212.515.6221
Ferrari Store
410 Park Ave. (55th St.)
212.593.2080

Italian design at its finest, the Ferrari
store sells products inspired by the world
famous automobiles. Enter the attached
showroom to be up close to some of the
finest cars ever produced. Although the
vehicles may be out of your price range,
you will still get personalized attention
and the opportunity to learn about what
makes these cars so desired amongst drivers and collectors. Then walk through
to the store where you can purchase
everything from intricate model cars to
watches, leatherwear and automobile
accessories. A car-lovers dream, this
is one of only two Ferrari stores in the
United States.

Hammmacher Schlemmer
147 E. 57th St. (Lexington Ave.)
800.421.9002
This landmark store features an eclectic
array of items perfect for gadget-lovers
and anybody in the market for unique
gifts, electronics and more. For 167
years, Hammacher Schlemmer has
provided expert guidance in exploring the
unexpected, with items now ranging from
electronics and apparel to outdoor, toys,
and travel goodies. Whether looking for
a memorable holiday item or something more personal, you’re sure to find
something special in their one-of-a-kind
collection.

HBO Shop
1100 Sixth Ave. (42nd St.)
212.512.7467

A hop away from Bryant Park, you’ll find
a haven for all of your best-of-TV binge
needs. Find box sets of favorites like Sex
and the City, Game of Thrones, True
Blood, The Sopranos, Boardwalk Empire
and so many more. All the merch you can
dream of from mugs warning you that
Winter’s Coming, to Stark and Lannister
map marker salt and pepper shakers.
Pick up a shirt with the wisdom of Girls
to take with you for the rest of your
NYC trip, “The magic happens outside
your comfort zone.” You can also sign up
for their Sex and the City and Soprano
walking and bus tours.

MoMA Design Store
44 W. 53rd St. (6th Ave.)
212.767.1050

Across the street from the Museum of
Modern Art, the MoMA Design Store is
a haven for aesthetes, neatly displaying
their sophisticated collection of gifts, jewelry, accessories, furniture, lighting, and
design goods in a sleek, modern setting that
makes the merchandise the focus. Slick
black floors and clean white displays are an
appropriately stark backdrop for the vividly
colored, smartly designed pieces on sale,
including decorative pieces represented in
the Museum’s design collection, and in-store
events coordinate with MoMA’s year-round
calendar of special and permanent exhibits.

Whether you are a die-hard NBA fan, or just
like the gear, there’s something for everyone
at this midtown shrine to the National Basketball Association. They have gear from all
teams, including authentic jerseys, stylish
hoodies, and the hottest sneaker releases.
All of your favorites are represented here,
from Michael Jordan and Larry Bird to
Kevin Durant and LeBron James. Don’t
leave without checking out their exclusive
NYC merchandise.

New York Golf Center
131 W. 35th St. (Broadway)
212.564.2255

Staffed by avid golfers well-versed in their
wares, the New York Golf Center is the
only Golf Digest “Top 100” fitting center in
New York City, and offers a comprehensive
selection of apparel and equipment that is
unrivaled by any other urban golf pro shop
in the world. Their proprietary Custom
Shop assesses each golfer’s individual style
and develops personal recommendations to
maximize performance.

Niketown
6 East 57th (5th Ave.)
212.891.6453

Check out the mecca to all things Nike; this
5-floor mega-store has everything Swoosh
that you could want. Each floor has different collections, from running and training
to basketball and soccer. Start at the top
with the sportswear collection and work
your way to the main floor. Niketown features the hottest footwear releases as well
as merchandise exclusive to the New York
City location. Ask to try on a pair, and they
are sent to you via a futuristic chute system!
Don’t like the sneaker choices? Design your
own in the 5th floor Nike ID studio.

Nintendo World
10 Rockefeller Plaza
(48th St. at 5th Ave.)
646.459.0800

Gamers rule at the world’s only dedicated Nintendo store, where four interactive
gaming areas introduce new players to Nintendo’s current systems, 3DS, 3DSXL, 2DS
and Wii U, and offer experienced players a
chance to challenge their team of ambassadors to a friendly game. There’s also a
dedicated Pokémon section for fans of the
immersive game, plus a display of retro and
vintage equipment and memorabilia in the
Nintendo Showcase.

The Shop at NBC Studio
30 Rockefeller Plaza (49th St.)
212.664.2754

From classic SNL gag gifts to the DVD of
Peter Pan Live to pedometer watches from
The Biggest Loser, you can score an interactive token of your favorite basic cable shows.
You can grab a jar of Ron F***ing Swanson’s
BBQ sauce from Parks and Recreation, not
to mention all the Friends you can handle.
Could you BE anymore excited?! Hold your
answer till you get inside, you’ve just been
Saved by the Bell. You’ll be facing mug shots
from Dateline, and all the baggage from
Blacklist and Grimm. Live from New York,
it’s at 30 Rock.

QUICK TIPS

for tackling...

6. Just ask 311.
NYC has a very thorough and responsive
help line, 311 (or if you’re outside the
city, 212-NEW-YORK). They can let you
know what roads are closed, the route
of a parade or help you with any other
city or government question or concern.

3. Feeling safe.
Avoiding pick pockets is as simple as being
aware of your surroundings. Make sure
purses and bags are closed, and when
on the subway, keep them in front of you
especially if you’re standing in a crowd.

1. Hailing a taxi.
Only take rides from yellow cabs with a
medallion displayed on the hood. Look for
cabs with their top middle light on, then
raise your arm! If the middle light is off,
and the small lights on either side of the
middle light are on, then it is off duty. If
the top light is entirely off, it is occupied.
Don’t forget to tip, roughly 15% or more.

7. Tipping smart.
Tipping is customary in NYC, and should
ideally be done with cash, not on a card.
Here’s a rough guide: Waitstaff, 20%.
Bartender, $1/drink. Coatroom attendant, $1-2/coat. Valet, $2 - $5 for each
trip. Washroom attendant, 50 cents to
$1. Hotel doorman, $1/bag for help with
luggage and $1/person for hailing a cab.
Hotel housekeeper, $2 - $5 per night.
Hotel concierge, $5+ for getting you
tickets or reservations. Tour Guides,
$5 - 10 for giving helpful information
and entertainment during your tour.

8. Succeed on the subway.
The subway is an extremely efficient
and affordable way to explore the city,
but it can sometimes be confusing. Look
for a map on each platform and ask,
ask, ask! New Yorkers know the subway
like the back of their hand and are quick
to help point you in the right direction.

2. Typical taxi troubles.
It’s not just tourists who may get unfair
treatment from taxis when asking to go
to the airport, or to the outer boroughs.
Remember, it’s in your Passenger Bill of
Rights that a cab must take you anywhere
in the 5 boroughs, including the airport.
To prevent lost items, take note of the taxi
ID number (it’s also on your credit card
receipt!). To file a complaint or attempt
to recover lost items, call (212) 692-8294.

4. Stay in step.
The energy of the city is what makes it
wonderful. Keep things moving smoothly by stepping to the side of the sidewalk
when consulting a map. And just like on
the road, slower walkers should keep right.

5. Restroom 411.
We’ve all been there: enjoying a day
in the city, but in need of a restroom.
Most coffee shops are an easy place
to find a restroom, but also consider museums or hotels for quick relief!
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9. North, South, East...What?
It’s nice that NYC is on a grid, but it can
still be tricky figuring out which way is
which. Streets run East/West, and get
higher as they go North. Avenues run
North/South and get higher as they go
West. Another tip that works about 99%
of the time is that the odd numbered avenues run downtown (South) and the even
numbered avenues run uptown (North)!

THE BIG APPLE!
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UPTOWN

UPPER EAST
Situated just north of Midtown East, the
Upper East Side (UES) displays a polish and
elegance that’s earned it the apt title “Silk
Stocking District.” While home to many of the
city’s affluent and powerful, the UES is also
home to the brilliant “Museum Mile,” spanning Fifth Avenue, roughly from 82nd–105th
Street. Flanked by the beauty of Central
Park, this stretch boasts some of the city’s
finest museums like the Guggenheim Museum and the Jewish Museum. In addition to
museums, the UES also offers exquisite, highend shopping. Visit the ultra-luxe, two-story
Agent Provocateur for a range of lingerie,
including nice little lacy French options as
well as more naughty, crystal-studded pieces.
Even the dining exhibits an unparalleled
sophistication, as seen at Daniel Boulud’s
Cafe Boulud which masters the art of
seasonal, French delicacies. The UES exudes
all aspects of the good life, so go, wander and
feel grand.
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CENTRAL PARK

HARLEM

The crown jewel of Manhattan, Central
Park is an epic landscape of rolling hills,
wide open meadows, wooded forests, creeks,
ponds, rocky outcrops, and enchanting restaurants and attractions. Between 1821–1855
the population of New York had nearly quadrupled, which meant what few natural, open
spaces existed were certainly soon overrun.
In part a response to the growing need for
a natural escape (and an alternative to the
saloons!), Central Park was developed as the
largest landscaped public park in the country,
topping out at roughly 700 acres. More accurately considered a cultural hub, it boasts an
outdoor amphitheater hosting “Shakespeare
in the Park” during summer, Wollman Ice
Rink in the winter, a zoo year-round along
with countless other seasonal destinations.
With so much history and so many natural
wonders, a tour is well worth the time. But
even without a tour, just taking five steps into
the wonderland of Central Park acquaints you
with an entirely new city...that built of towering trees, babbling brooks, busy creatures,
and hidden gems at every turn.

Unlike any other area of Manhattan, the
northernmost neighborhoods of Harlem,
Morningside Heights, and East Harlem
offer an eclectic landscape of musical
history, African American culture, and
vibrant restaurants and shopping. In
Morningside Heights, don’t miss the
awe-inspiring Cathedral of St. John
the Divine, the fourth largest Christian
Church in the world. Restaurants are
just as incredible in these neighborhoods,
like the waterfront Hudson River Cafe,
and just west into Harlem, the legendary
Dinosaur BBQ. Historic jazz venues
make these neighborhoods unrivaled
nightlife destinations; grab tickets to a
show at the ever-amazing Cotton Club
or the Apollo Theater. Then shop the
many new boutiques in the area, like
Swing, which exhibits contemporary,
designer apparel, accessories, and home
furnishings. By both embracing the past
and writing the future, Harlem and its
surrounding neighborhoods will both
inspire and impress you like no other
neighborhoods can.

UPPER WEST
From the lively commercial areas of Midtown
West up to the picturesque blocks of the Upper
West Side (UWS), the west side of Manhattan
is as ideal for a big night out as it is for a quiet
parkside stroll. First-class NYC establishments
like Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center hold
stately positions in Midtown West, as do hip new
modern attractions like the Hudson Hotel, with
its numerous bars, chic lounge, and fabulous
restaurant. Columbus Circle offers premium shopping right at the southwest corner of
Central Park, which, in all its pastoral glory,
serves as a beautiful transition from the midtown
buzz to the revered UWS. Brownstones and
tree-lined streets mark this neighborhood as a
favorite place to live, and attractions like the
American Museum of Natural History make
it a neighborhood rich with history and culture.
Plentiful restaurants make it easy to meander
these neighborhoods, so whether you’re after the
shops, museums, or a view of the park...the west
side is where to be.
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MIDTOWN
FASHION
DISTRICT
Roughly just one square mile,
the Fashion District is brimming
with some of the world’s very
best fashion manufacturers and
showrooms. Since the early 20th
century, this neighborhood has
exhibited a landmark creative
spirit, evident in its designer
labels, fabric wholesalers, and wide
range of trimmings. As seen on
the hit show “Project Runway,”
the popular Mood Fabrics offers
incredible luxury and imported
fabrics. And of course Macy’s
flagship store in this area is both a
city landmark as well as a hotbed
for designer fashion. Bryant
Park resides as a neighborhood
centerpiece, having hosted countless
Fashion Week events and offering
visitors an artfully historic park
to explore. From casual strolling
to exquisite shopping, the Fashion
District has a way of never going
out of style.

MIDTOWN WEST

TIMES SQUARE

While there are several subsects of
Midtown West, broadly speaking
there are many famed landmarks
located throughout this part of
town. Many may not realize –
given its omnipresent status in
this city – that the Empire State
Building is located here at 34th
and Fifth Avenue. As you head
southwest it’s almost impossible
not to hear the roars of a cheering
crowd coming from Madison
Square Garden during a Knicks
home game. Stop along the way at
Legends for classic New York fare
with a museum-like atmosphere,
which is dedicated to honoring the
people, places, and characters that
have made New York legendary.
The high energy and intersecting
location of Midtown West makes it a
bustling thoroughfare to some of the
most interesting neighborhoods in
Manhattan.

The heart of the city and often
dubbed the “Crossroads of the
World,” Times Square is never
short on color or culture. Earning
its name after the New York Times
moved its headquarters there,
Times Square has flourished as a
cultural hub of the city, abuzz with
roughly 39 million visitors each
year. For world-class cuisine, Wolfgang’s Steakhouse is renowned for
a signature porterhouse and extensive wine list. Big and small shops
abound, like premium US retailers
including the GAP, American Eagle, and the cosmetic mecca Sephora. For a unique boutique selection,
visit W Hotels and the Store for
chic and stylish wares including
Michael Kors watches, designer
handbags, and spa products from
the downtown brand, Bliss. For
shopping, strolling, dining, or just
basking in the bright lights... Times
Square may be both the city’s heart,
and soul.
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GRAMERCY/
MURRAY HILL
Often considered the city’s
best-kept-secret neighborhoods,
Gramercy and Murray Hill
impress both residents and visitors
with their scenic gardens and
lively cuisine. The crown jewel
of Gramercy is undoubtedly
Gramercy Park, the lush and
exclusive gated park. Wander
its edge and notice the gorgeous
townhomes surrounding it, some
with original gas-lit lamps at
the entrance. The grace and
sophistication of Gramercy extends
to its shops and restaurants,
especially the noted Gramercy
Tavern and the retailer of upscale
menswear, Rothman’s. Just north
of 34th Street lies Murray Hill, a
neighborhood characterized by a
world of culinary options. Whether
you’re in the mood for a steak at the
popular Wolfgang’s steakhouse
or out to sample one of the many
fabulous Indian restaurants along
Lexington Avenue, Gramercy and
Murray Hill have it all.

MIDTOWN EAST
Packed proudly with some of the
world’s most iconic buildings and
incredible retailers, Midtown East
offers a perfect balance of spectacle
and shopping. Start your tour with
a visit to Grand Central Terminal
which has been astounding travelers and locals alike since 1871.
Nearby, the Chrysler Building is
yet another landmark attraction,
with impeccable art deco styling.
Meandering north along Fifth
Avenue will bring you to even more
sites and exceptional retailers,
including Rockefeller Center and
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, as well
as Bergdorf Goodman and Saks.
Dining in Midtown East is just as
dazzling as sightseeing, with Fresco by Scotto serving up refined
Italian cuisine from one of NYC’s
favorite celebrity families and
BLT Steak mastering French-inspired steakhouse favorites. With
old-world beauty and modern-day
flair, Midtown East remains one of
Manhattan’s most marvelous areas
to roam.

CHELSEA
Once a quaint residential neighborhood, Chelsea has since flourished
into a hub of cultural and commercial activity. The diverse population
gives way beautifully to a diverse
neighborhood, filled with premium
shops as well as some of the most
provocative art galleries and attractions. At the corner of 23rd and
5th, don’t miss the iconic Flatiron
building, in classic Gothic style.
And for beauty with a contemporary
twist, visit the many Chelsea galleries nestled between Tenth and
Eleventh Avenues, from 18th–28th
Streets. For food lovers, Chelsea
Market is continually stocked with
gourmet foods, including local,
artisanal, and small-batch finds.
And the nearby High Line park
is as much an art installation as it
is a public park. For cutting-edge
galleries to contemporary boutiques,
Chelsea is perhaps the city’s most
homey neighborhood… with impeccable style.
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DOWNTOWN
CHINATOWN
Magnificently resistant to
gentrification, Chinatown is an
attraction in and of itself. Bordered
roughly to the north by Broome
Street, south by Worth Street,
west by Lafayette Street, and east
by Allen Street, Chinatown is a
small pocket that is alive with
authenticity. Many buildings are
original tenements, some over
100 years old. The best way to
experience Chinatown is to do
as the locals do. Explore colorful
corner markets, packed with
rare and imported goods. Dine
on freshly baked pork buns at a
crowded café, and enjoy every ounce
of the unaltered identity of this
great neighborhood. Restaurant
mainstays still draw big crowds,
like Joe’s Ginger which serves up
succulent, juicy soup dumplings.
Teeming with tradition and spirited
with exciting shops and cuisine,
Chinatown is a tourist must.

WEST VILLAGE/
GREENWICH
VILLAGE
Literary legend and cinematic
wonder endure in every cobblestone
of the West Village and Greenwich
Village. Having nurtured the likes
of Dylan Thomas, John Steinbeck,
and Bob Dylan, these neighborhoods
have fostered some of the most
influential artists, and to this day
they continue to foster families,
cafes, shops, and so much more.
Don’t miss Washington Square
Park at the heart of Greenwich
Village, dominated by the 1892
Washington Arch. Extending west
of Seventh Avenue, the West Village
exhibits a polished lineup of highend shops, including the playfully
chic handbags and clothing from
Marc Jacobs. There are no
neighborhoods more enjoyable to get
lost in than these two.
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SOHO/TRIBECA

FINANCIAL

Chic would be an understatement.
As the city’s forerunners of style
and fashion, SoHo and TriBeCa are
neighborhoods that exude excellence
and aspiration. Whether you’re
hunting down celebrities or stilettos, SoHo is the place to be. Short
for “South of Houston,” this area
is marked by landmark cast-iron
architecture and unparalleled shopping. The newer outpost of the NYC
legend, Bloomingdale’s, curates
the finest in downtown fashion,
while Balthazar continues to awe
crowds with its Parisian-inspired
menu and top-notch pastries. Short
for “Triangle Below Canal Street,”
TriBeCa resides just south of Canal
Street, offering equally as glamorous shopping and upscale dining.
The Tribeca Grand hotel remains
a magnet for the well-heeled and
jet-set, with a stellar menu and
cocktails, and Nobu continues to
wow with Latin-infused Japanese
cuisine.

You need not be a finance enthusiast to see the appeal of this
energetic and historic neighborhood.
Occupying the southernmost tip of
Manhattan, the Financial District is
characterized by stoic and stunning
architecture, winding roads, and the
city’s most significant attractions.
At the site of the former World
Trade Center, the 9/11 Memorial
provides a reflective tribute to those
lost in the 2001 and 1993 attacks.
While nearby the hauntingly beautiful Trinity Church has been a
landmark of faith and history since
1696. In addition to the powerful
sense of history, there’s an electricity unique to the Financial District.
Many shop its classic retailers
like Canali for well-tailored suits
and chic weekend wear. And both
financial workers and visitors alike
flock to the area’s famous eateries
like MarkJoseph Steakhouse (261
Water St.).

LITTLE ITALY
Nestled just above Chinatown,
Little Italy resides proudly as a
small yet vibrant community of true
Italian tradition. Defined roughly
to the north by Houston, south by
Broome Street, west by Lafayette
Street, and east by Chrystie Street,
Little Italy’s heart and soul centers
around Mulberry and Elizabeth
Streets. Be transported back in time
with the smell of brick-oven pizzas
and fresh zeppole and cannoli, or
settle in at a small sidewalk table
for a hearty glass of chianti as you
watch people stroll by. Little Italy
makes you feel a world away, and
yet remarkably, right at home.
Don’t miss Albanese Meats for
Italian fare and delicacies, owned
by Little Italy native Moe Albanese.
And for an old-world atmosphere
and some of the best baked clams
in the city, nothing compares to
Umberto’s Clam House. While a
visit in September will afford you
the beloved Feast of San Gennaro
Festival, Little Italy has the ability
to charm your senses and steal your
heart every single day of the year.

EAST VILLAGE/
LOWER EAST SIDE
Both the Lower East Side (LES)
and the East Village are steeped
in NYC heritage. Once a densely
populated tenement town, the
LES is now a lively mix of old and
new, bordered roughly by Houston, Chrystie Street, and the East
River. Fashion-forward boutiques
commingle with classic delis, and
clubs pour music into the street
well into the wee hours. Just north
of Houston Street lies the East
Village, bordered roughly by 14th
Street, Broadway, and the East
River. It is home to an exciting
range of boutiques and a world of
cuisine, including a few of David
Chang’s world-class Momofuku
restaurants, Momofuku Noodle Bar,
and the ultra-exclusive Momofuku
Ko which only offers one fixed-price
menu and takes online reservations
the day before. Explore both areas
and see why New Yorkers consider
their downtown neighborhoods so
uniquely cool.
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AROUND TOWN

QUEENS
Where can you find the largest lake in New York
City, a century-old European-style biergarten, and the
best Asian food this side of the Pacific? That would be
Queens, the sprawling borough that hosted New York’s
two World’s Fairs and includes some of the most diverse
and exciting neighborhoods anywhere in Gotham.
Start your visit just across the river from Manhattan
in Long Island City, where an enclave of craft cocktail
bars has drawn the boozy elite away from the Lower East
Side at speakeasies such as Dutch Kills; beer geeks will
feel more at home at Alewife, with two dozen craft taps
and serious bar food to soak up the suds. Press on north
to Astoria, where Bohemian Hall & Beer Garden
is saving a picnic bench and a pint beneath the trees
just for you, then wander into one of the area’s many
Greek restaurants for a taste of the Mediterranean; try
E Taverna for octopus croquettes and grilled haloumi
cheese or Gregory’s 26 Corner Taverna for spreads
such as hummus and taramosalata with fresh pita bread.

BROOKLYN
Believe the hype: Brooklyn is the borough that more
New Yorkers call home than any other, and with good
reason. Whether you’re a sports fan, a culture vulture,
or a devotee of artisanal cured pickles, you’ll find what
you’re looking for in Kings County.
Indulge in a lavish steak dinner at famed Peter
Luger’s in Williamsburg or toss a few frames at
Brooklyn Bowl, then sample some of the country’s finest
craft beer at Brooklyn Brewery. Wander south through
Smorgasburg, a weekly gathering of food trucks on
the banks of the East River, until you reach DUMBO,
a neighborhood tucked neatly between the Manhattan
and Brooklyn Bridges, where you can marvel at the
stunning views of the iconic skyline across the river, then
ride Jane’s Carousel at Brooklyn Bridge Park and
snack on some of the city’s best pizza at Grimaldi’s or
Juliana’s.
See the Brooklyn Nets play NBA basketball or the
New York Islanders host an NHL hockey game at the
Barclays Center, which is also the site of the annual
NIT college basketball tournament and countless bigname concerts and events, from Jimmy Buffett to
Janet Jackson to Disney on Ice. Further inland,
wander the wooded paths and manicured gardens of
Brooklyn Botanic Garden, tucked against the edge
of Prospect Park, a prime picnicking destination
and frequent home to concerts and festivals, such as
Celebrate Brooklyn! Performing Arts Festival and
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Prospect Park Greenmarket, as well as educational
programming, such as Early-Morning Bird Walks and
Revival Projects that allow visitors to contribute to the
maintenance and preservation of the park.

Not far away, the Museum of the Moving Image
is home to the nation’s largest collection of moving
image artifacts and behind-the-scenes photographs
(eat your heart out, Los Angeles!), and hosts hundreds
of screenings throughout the year. Science buffs might
prefer the New York Hall of Science, which hosts
daily demonstrations and even overnight sleepovers for
budding scientists interested in astronomy, chemistry, or
robotics. Musically inclined visitors will want to pause

in Forest Hills, home to both Simon & Garfunkel and
The Ramones, where you can snag a gooey sundae at
Eddie’s Sweet Shop (bring your wallet; it’s cash only)
or browse the vintage shops and boutiques on Austin
Street. Further afield in Corona, The Louis Armstrong
House Museum is a jazz fan’s paradise, complete with
the furnishings and décor that Louis and his wife chose
for their Queens home.
On your way through the borough, satisfy a craving for
virtually any ethnic cuisine you can imagine: Latin and
South Asian in Jackson Heights, Chinese and Korean in
Flushing, where you’ll find the city’s largest and most
authentic Chinatown (and some of our favorite xiao long
bao, or soup dumplings, at Joe’s Shanghai) steps from
the New York Mets’ home park, Citi Field. And no
outdoor enthusiast will be satisfied with Central Park
once they’ve laid eyes on Flushing Meadows Corona
Park, where 93-acre Meadow Lake competes with
miles of bike paths and an NHL-regulation ice skating
rink for visitors’ attention. If the beautify of this alone
is not enough to satisfy you, the park is also home to the
breathtaking Unisphere, a giant 12-story high spherical
stainless steel globe that has been featured prominently
in Hollywood movies like Iron Man 2.
New Yorkers have long kept Queens to themselves, and
it’s no wonder: few places in the world are home to such
vivid diversity coexisting in such comfortable harmony.

Even farther afield, the beaches and boardwalks of
Coney Island welcome visitors to Luna Park, home
of the 88-year-old Cyclone wooden rollercoaster and
the state-of-the-art Thunderbolt steel coaster with a
true vertical climb that is unlike many coasters of its
kind; locals know to snack on an authentic Nathan’s
Famous hot dog after the exciting rides. Later, stroll
down the sand to the New York Aquarium and befriend
a penguin or sneak a peek at Squirt, the giant octopus,
then get a taste of the city’s best Eastern European
cuisine in Brighton Beach at boardwalk restaurant
Volna, famous for their Georgian-style flatbreads and
all-day vodka sipping, or M&I International Food
Market, a hub of imported treats and house-baked
Russian pastries.
Whatever you do, don’t leave without a cup of coffee;
the artisanal roasteries in Brooklyn are among the
country’s finest, and you’ll need a jolt of caffeine to enjoy
everything the borough has to offer. Compare Brooklyn
Roasting Company, Gorilla Coffee, and Stone Street
Coffee Company, just to name a few, then bring home
a bag of beans as a souvenir of your visit to the city that
never sleeps.
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GETTING TO AND FROM THE AIRPORT
Getting to the Airports
from Manhattan

To JFK
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can also call ahead for a doorto-door shuttle. Go Airlink NYC: Share
ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV (877-5998200). Remember it is courteous to tip
your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
There are three rail routes to JFK from
Manhattan. Travelers can catch the LIRR
train from Penn Station to LIRR’s Jamaica hub, which takes 20 minutes. From
there, take the JFK Airport AirTrain on
the upper level. Travelers can also take
the E train from Penn Station or the
many other E train stations in Manhattan to the Sutphin Station, where a connection to the JFK AirTrain is available.
Travelers can also take the A train from
Penn Station or the many other A train
stations in Manhattan to the Howard
Beach station, where connection to the
JFK AirTrain is available.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available around town 24/7. It
is a metered fare plus tolls to the airport.
There is no flat rate available going to
JFK.

To LaGuardia
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can call ahead for a door-todoor shuttle. Go Airlink NYC: Share ride
Shuttle or Sedan and SUV (877-5998200). Keep in mind that the shuttle
could be picking up other parties, too.
Remember it is courteous to tip your
driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
The M60 SBS (Select Bus Service) takes
travelers directly into LaGuardia terminals and has 4 bus stations in uptown
Manhattan. Travelers can catch the M60
SBS bus at the 125th Street 4, 5, and 6
train stop as well as the 125th Street 2
and 3 train stop and the 125th A, B, C,
and D train stop as well as 116th Street
1 train stop. With the M60 SBS, use one
of the machines located at each stop to
pay before boarding the bus, or you could
be subject to a hefty fine. The Q70 runs
non-stop between the Roosevelt Ave/74th
St. subway station and LGA, and can be
reached by taking the 7 train to the 74th
Street train stop in Queens.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available around town 24/7. It is
a metered fare plus tolls to the airport.
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To Newark

By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can call ahead to book a shuttle
to take them from their door to Newark.
Go Airlink NYC: Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV (877-599-8200). Be advised
that other parties may also be picked up
along the way. Remember it is courteous
to tip your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
Travelers can take the PATH train,
which is accessed at Penn Station, to the
Newark Penn Station stop which connects
to the #62 Bus or the AirTrain.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available around town 24/7. It
is a metered fare plus return tolls and a
$15 surcharge for a NYC Taxi to Newark
Airport
EXPRESS BUS TO ALL AIRPORTS:

NYC Airporter provides a scheduled
express bus service from Grand Central
Terminal, the Port Authority Bus
Terminal, and Penn Station to all New
York Airports. Affordable fares starting
at $12.50 one-way, $22 round-trip.
Connections to Newark Airport available
from the New York Airports for $24 per
person. There is also an inter-airport
shuttle operating between LGA and JFK
Airports. Buses depart every 30 minutes
to and from the Airports, 5 AM to 11:30
PM. Buy your tickets online and save at
NYCAirporter.com. For more info, call
718-777-5111. Travelers can call ahead
for a shared door-to-door shuttle.

Getting to Manhattan

From JFK
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can catch a private shuttle
outside of the terminals that will take
them into Manhattan. Go Airlink NYC:
Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV
(877-599-8200). Remember it is courteous
to tip your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
The JFK AirTrain transports passengers
from the airport to a connecting train
which then takes travelers into Manhattan. The AirTrain has two stops. The
Howard Beach station has a connection
to the A train. If taking the A train, be
sure to only take the A train marked
“Far Rockaway” not “Lefferts Boulevard”.
Riders can connect to the E, J, and Z
trains as well as the LIRR at the Sutphin
Boulevard station in Jamaica. The LIRR
takes riders to Penn Station from Jamaica in just under 40 minutes. Travelers
can get from the airport to Manhattan for
as low as $7.25.

By Taxi:
Flat Fare from John F. Kennedy (JFK)
Airport: For trips between (to and from)
Manhattan and JFK International Airport, the flat fare is $52.00 plus any tolls
using Rate Code 2 on the meter. A NY
State Tax Surcharge of $.50 will be added
to each trip.
If passengers request multiple stops, the
flat rate of $52.00 will be collected at the
first stop in either Manhattan or JFK
International Airport, and the meter will
be activated at Rate Code 1 (standard city
rate) for the remainder of the trip. The
metered fare should be collected at the
last stop, from the last passenger.
All trips between JFK International
Airport and New York City destinations
other than Manhattan will use that
standard metered rate.

From LaGuardia
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can catch a private shuttle
outside of the terminals that will take
them into Manhattan. Go Airlink NYC:
Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV
(877-599-8200). It is courteous to tip your
driver. Remember it is courteous to tip
your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
Travelers can hop on the M60 SBS
(Select Bus Service) which has transfers
available along its route to the 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, A, C, D, Q, and N trains, all of which
transports travelers to their desired location around town. Travelers could also
hop on the Q70 Bus which offers connections to the E, M, F, R, and 7 trains.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available outside of every terminal for a metered fare, plus tolls.

From Newark
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can catch a private shuttle
outside of the terminals that will take
them into Manhattan. Go Airlink NYC:
Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV
(877-599-8200). Remember it is courteous
to tip your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
The #62 bus ($1.25) stops at each terminal and takes travelers to the NJ Transit
($3.75) which then connects travelers to
New York City trains at Penn Station.
The AirTrain offers connecting service
to NJ Transit as well as Amtrak trains,
which both bring travelers into Manhattan.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available to Manhattan outside
of every terminal for a metered fare,
approximately $50-75.
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LOWER MANHATTAN

What’s incredible to others is our everyday. Our average. As such, we’re
restaurants with stars, our theater with reviews, and our hospitals with
every New York icon of creativity, culture, and science close to our hearts.
At NYU Langone Medical Center, we understand that to be the

more discerning and more demanding. So we measure things. We rank our
badges. We reward the best of the best with loyalty and pride, holding
We guard them as if they belong to us. And in a sense, they do.
best means always striving to be beer. To be made for New York.

THE AIR-KING
A tribute to the golden age of aviation in the 1930s, featuring a
prominent minute scale for navigational time-readings.
It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.

OYSTER PERPETUAL AIR-KING

rolex

oyster perpetual and air-king are

®

trademarks.

